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Motion ends in Oommotion 
Wouldn't Table His Motion So Mover Left Table 
By Donna Vallieres 
An apparently minor item caused chaos at 
Monday night's Terrace council meeting' which 
broke up after two aldermen left their seats at 
• the table, leaving the body short of members and 
unable to continue with the evening's business. 
• Only four members were present at the 
meeting, making up a quorum, and when Aid. 
Vic Jolliffe left the table council could not con- 
flnue. 
Jolliffe left hisseat when a motion to table an 
item was not s.econded. Instead, he took a chair 
in the audience. 
The item Jolliffe had attemptecl totable was a 
recommendation from an earlier committee 
meeting to appoint Craig Campbell, a planner 
f0i~ the regional district, as planner in charge of 
development of Terrace's community plan. 
'The District of Terrace and the Kitimat- 
Stikine Regional District had intended to enter 
into a joint agreement for planning services and 
the representatives from the two sides met to 
discuss the plan. 
Recommendations that came out of the 
meeting were for an additional planner to be 
employed by Terrace to assist in completion of 
the community plan for v year and a half and 
outlined the cost sharing between Terrace and 
the regional district. 
The fourth recommendation was to make the 
services of Craig Campbell available to Terrace 
for the equivalent of one day a week for the 
duration of the contract on the basis that he 
would act in the capacity of "project planner-in- 
charge" for Terraces community plan. 
With little discussion, Jolliffe made his tabling 
motion, and when it was not seconded, he left his 
chair. Before it could be ascertained whether 
Jolliffe would rejoin the meeting, Aid. Jack 
Talstra announced his intentions ofgoing home, 
then left the room. 
The meeting was concluded without a motion 
to adjourn. 
After the meeting Jolliffe defended his actions 
by stating that the district planner, John Mc- 
Nairnay, was on holidays and it was not fair to 
put another planner in charge of the project. 
He insisted he did not halt the meeting in an 
attempt to hold up the land use contract by-law 
en the agenda which would have given Mickey 
Johnson the go ahead to construct his new 
building on Lazelle Avenue. 
(Johnson and the district are apparently 
nearing the end of a lengthy battle which has 
been in and out of the courts for several years. 
The land use contract by-law which both" sides 
are in agreement with, will bring Johnson's ki 
shop into line with future plans of the 4700 block 
Lazelle.) 
The by-law was one of a number of items which 
council did not deal with at Monday's meeting 
because of the interruption, but council did have 
the opportunity to welcome a number of ex- 
change students from Canada World Youth 
program which is operating in Terrace this 
summer with youths from across Canada nd El 
Salvador. , 
Mayor Dave Maroney, however, described 
Jolliffe's walkout as '!a stall tactic" and stated 
that Jolliffe did not argue the issue when it was 
discussed at the earlier joint meeting. 
• The reason for making Campbell in charge of 
the project is that the district planner is 
overloaded with other projects at the present 
time, Marouey stated. 
Jolliffe said in a later interview Tuesday 
morning the neither Campbell nor the regional 
district would Consent to having Campbell in 
charge of Terrace's community plan because of 
the possibility of criticism when the plan is 
complete. 
Campbell was not available for comment. 
Ooliege Gets $259,500 6reenpeaoe Says Liberals 
From Sohool Board Loan Suooessful 
ByChr~l : )orter  . SEATTLE  (AP) -- A Breaking Word Greenpeace Foundation 
The Beard of School Trustees School District "save the "whales" mission 
88, Terrace Monday night at its first regular has reported itsfirst fuccess 
meeting since June 21st, approved a loan of a/.tar..coefronting a. R uesia_n 
• • • wnaung vesseJ anout M ;259,500 to the Northwest Community College in m. , .  , , ,h of ,o,,,,~, 
• a resolution passed at their regular monthly "Th'e-Greenp'eace-vessel 
meeting. Section 219. of the Public Schools Act M.V. Peacock sent word in 
provides that "A Board may, by resolution with radio dis.pa_cthes that.it ~d' 
0 " • mrwarteu ttussian attempts the approval f the Minister of Education, ~,,,.,~o,,t,,kmotleastthrea 
m n "-- . . . .  ~ . . . . .  borrow o ey byway of temporary loan to meet whales. Small inflatable 
capital expenditures pending the passage of a rafts carrying Greeopeace 
bylaw 'autho~g:  the .issue~and ~ isale of crew members s~yed ~Or 
~ ~ s .  The Provincial ~vemment had •.. tween the Russi.am a.nd the 
already approved theloan, and only the approval ~Vroham~pre~enr~oUngns. na~ers 
Of the local Board of Trustees was required. Radio c~'mm~nicati'ons be- 
Also passed was a resolution to remit the 
annual fee to the B.C. School Trustees 
Association. The fee is three dollars per student 
enrolled, and would amount to $15-16000 for this 
district. Some disapproval was expressed by 
Nun Harrison and Board Chairman Jack Cook, 
however they were outvoted by the rest of the 
board. 
Superintendent of Buildings Luther Heller 
reported that new roofing at Skeena Secondary 
and Parkside Schools was progressing well, and 
should be completed sometime next week. Helle" 
also reported that the School District would be 
taking over three school buses formerly funded 
by Indian Affairs. The three bus routes involved 
are located in M0ricetown , New Hazelton, and 
Kitwanga. 
Six more Provincial Scholarships were 
awarded in 1978 than were given out in 1977, due 
to the increased number of students competing. 
Seven scholarships were awarded this year, 
compared to only one in 1977. 
Despite delays, the Rotary Club reported that 
construction f fences around the tennis courts at 
Caledonia should be completed by August 18, and 
an announcement concerning the opening date of 
the Courts can be expected inthe near future. 
An election will probably be held in Stewart 
November 18 to replace Stewart School Board 
Trustee Terence Fright, who resigned from the 
Stewart Board August 1, due to the Granduc 
Mine closure, and has relocated in Port Hardy. 
November 18 coincides with Municipal Elections 
to be held in the northern community. 
twcen the ship and the San 
Francisco headquarters in- 
dicated the group sighted 
"several dead whales and 
three Russian harpoon 
ships," Campbell PIowden, 
Seattle media coordinator 
for Greenpeaee, said 
Monday. 
Mr. Jim Fulton, federal NDP candidate for 
Skeena, says the Liberals have once again 
d monstrated an inability to keep their Word and 
to help Canadian business. Loto Canada was set 
up in 1976 with a mandate to operate until 1979. 
"This was to help recover the enormous losses of 
the Montreal Olympics," said Fulton. "Now, 
with no consideration given to the many small 
~worlhylottp~iesi.~the Libera]Sihav~oponed ~war 
with ~i national co/nputei, ized i:ip~ff.,, 
"without even going through the normal 
tendering process the Liberals have awarded a
multi-mlllien dollar contract for computer 
terminals," said Fulton. "This demonstrates to 
the public the callous~attitude taken by the 
government, to both our tax dollars and the in- 
terests of Canadian business." "The best deal 
cannot be obtained without asking the prices 
available in Canada." 
In My Opinion 
Part Two of "In My Opinion" 
in which Terrace Alderma.~ 
Vie Jo]liffe gives his In- 
terpretatlon of the events 
leading to Mayor Thnm, .of 
lOtinuiis rofueal to sham the 
costs of the new Health 
Centre to be built at Terrace 
appears on Page Two, today. 
It wee not stated yesterday 
that the article would run in 
two parts. 
Ohristina 
Settling 
MOSCOW (Renter) - -  
Greek shipping heiress 
Christina Oneesis, ap- 
parently settling down to 
married life with her 
Russian husband, Sergei 
Kauzov, went out shopping 
for groceries Tuesday at a 
supermarket run specially 
for foreigners. ' . 
She and Kauzov ware 
recognized bY shoppers at 
the Beryozka Food Shop, just 
of foMoac~v~s ~sy  .Oorky 
. S~i , .~k~:~•droveupin  
K~LiZov S ~r*. 
The shop sells quality 
Soviet foods and imported 
Western products for foreign 
cur rency .  Ord inary  
Russians with roubles are 
barred from entering. 
Miss Onassis, 27, one ofn- 
the world's richest women, 
was reunited with her 37- 
year-old husband Monday 
night after flying back 
unexpe~.t~lly from Athens. 
Balloonists Encounter Freezing Rain 
BEDFORD, Mass. (AP) - 
Three New Mexico men 
drifted into freezing rain 
Tuesday in their quest to 
become the first to cross the 
Atluntic Ocean in a balloon-- 
the Double Eagle It. 
"They're heading into.rain 
and that will freeze, but the 
ice will add ballast hat they 
need," said Sue Bernard, a 
member of the balloonists' 
ground crew monitoring the 
flight from a commercial 
weather station here. 
The freezing rain, ex- 
peciad to he accompanied by 
jostling wincis, wee the first 
inclement weather the three 
adventurers have ex- 
perienced in their flight, 
which started Friday night 
at Presque Isle, Me. 
The three--Max Anderson, 
43; Ben Abruzzo, 47, and 
Lawrence Newman, 31, all of 
Albuquerque--were last 
reported flying at about 6,500 
metres over the sea, located 
1,600 kilometrea west of 
Ireland, 
"Everyone is en- 
couraged," Miss Bernard 
said. Jim Mitchell, another 
member of the ground crew, 
said the flight team still 
hopes for a landfall in 
Europe sometime Thursday. 
By early Tuesday, about 77 
hours after iifteff, the 
balloon had travelled about 
2,400 kilometres. 
Two of Double Eagle ll's 
p i lo ts - -Anderson and 
Abruzzo-- travelled 4,720 
kilometres in 66 hours in 
their unsuccessful attempt 
last year to cross the At- 
lantic in Double Eagle I. 
They were blown north of 
their course and ditched 
eight kilometres off the 
northwest coast of Iceland. 
Early Tuesday, the balloon 
wee about 1,100 miles nor- 
theast of St. John's, Nfld., 
travelling about 40 
kilometrea an hour. 
Seventeen unsuccessful 
transatlantic balloon at. 
tempts have been made. The 
meat recent failure was also 
the closest o success. Don 
Cameron and Christopher 
Davies of Britain were 
forced to ditch their balloon 
187 kilometrea off the French 
coast. 
Emperor Hirohito Remembers WW II Dead 
TOKXfO (Reuter) - -  hundreds of kamikaze pilots it gave the false impression 
Emperor Hirohito led who survived became the that Shinto is Japan's 
Japanese in a minute of war ended before they could national religion. 
silent prayer Tuesday to fly their suicide missionf Tsutomu Shoji, leader of 
markthe33rdanoiversaryof watehed~the last functioning the Christian Association, 
the end of the Second World Zero fighter plane soar into said the shrine is dedicated 
War and said his heart still the sky near holy Mount to the war dead--but not to 
aches •when he thinks about Fuji.' dead opponents of the 
the war dead. Prime Minister •Taken government of the time-- 
The frail, 77-year.old era- Fukuda visited Yasukuni and Fukuda's presence 
peror, nowinthe53rdyearof shrine in central Tokyo, wouldeocouraga a return to 
his reign, stood before a where the ashes of more than militarism. 
wooden pillar dedicated to 2,500,000 soldiers are in- The military-dominated 
Japan's three million terred. The vcsit to the government of the 1930sand 
casualties. Shinto shrine annoyed early 1940s was repressive at
At an air base near Tokyo, Christian groups which said home and led the country to 
wartime defeat. 
A document published 
Tuesday says Emperor 
Hirohito never believed 
Japan could win the war in 
the Pacific. 
The diary of his wartime 
adviser, Koichi Kido, says 
the emperor had tried up to 
the last minute to avoid war 
and had intended to end it 
when he thought he odds 
were even. 
Kido was detained as an 
alleged war criminal by the 
Allied forces in 1945. 
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Terraoe Mayor Dave Uarone~ 
Terrace's *Mayor 
'Under Pressure' 
Aid. Vic Jolliffe was relieved of his respon- 
sibilRies ~s~c .~.,.h,ma~oL the~coun~U plarming 
e0mmit't~"'~l~esda~; morning, according to an 
announcement made by Mayor Dave Maroney. 
"It is my observation that Aid. Joliiffe is in- 
capable of cooperating with the majority of 
council members," the mayor said in a prepared 
statement. "Therefore his chairmanship of the 
planning committee has hampered productive 
conclusions to important planning matters." 
Monday night's tore, y council meeting when 
Joniffe left his seat o halt voting on a planning 
issue stimulated his decision, Maroney said, hut 
added that "this has been breweing" for some 
weeks. 
Relieving Jolliffe of his chairmanship was 
"not an easy decision to make," Maroney said, 
"but will be for the beterment of council." 
Maroney said he ~d been "under pressure" to 
take Jolliffe out of this position because of 
conflicts withm/the planning committee. 
"It's been a~ase of one man wanting to run the 
show," he said. 
The mayor said he did not anticipate any 
greater conflict because of his decision, stating 
that "things won't be any worse." 
The planning committee is the only council 
committee which Jolliffe chairs, although e will 
still continue to sit as a member of the other 
council committees. 
A special council meeting has been called-for 
Thursday night at 7:30 to appoint a new chair- 
man of the planning committee and to mak.~ 
other committee changes. 
Chain Not Sold 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- deal had been completed in 
David Bedler, president of principle. 
Sterling Newspapers Ltd., "As of 2 p.m. (Pacific day. 
said Tuesday that light time) there continues to 
agreement has not been be no deal with anyone," he 
reached to sell the said. 
newspaper group to Sterling is made up of nine 
Maclean.Hunter Ltd. of dailies and nine weeklies or 
Toronto. biweeklies, all in British 
He was commenting on a Columbia except one daily in 
published report that the Summerside, P.E.I. 
No Applioants So Terraoe Native Indian Teaohor Eduoation*Program Forced To Close 
campaign, o applicants had been registered by An extremely active recruitment campaign prod, ram; one decided not to enroll at the North 
early July. It had been expected that the Centre 
would continue to operate for at least one more 
year. 
NITEP is a teacher training program which 
began in September of1974 in response to needs 
express~ by Indian people throughout B.C. for a 
more• effective and relevant eacher training 
Prlogram for nati~,e Indians. 
n past years, normal university entrance 
standards were waived in order to attract he 
student who had been out of school a number of 
years. This year, however, admittance stan- 
dards were raised to the same level as university 
entrance. This is thought o be a factor in the 
declining number of applicants for the Terrace 
Centre. 
had spanned a four month period (April 1 - June 
30). This campeign covered the entire region 
west of Prince George. It included mailings, 
~lephone contacts and personal visitations to 
agencies, individuals, and native Indian 
organizations. In these efforts Ms. Pamela 
Straker and Mr. Bert McKay, NITEP Advisory 
Members from this region. The campaign was 
the most active and most thorough since 
NITEP's inception in 1974. 
The recruitment efforts identified a total of 
only ten potential students. Four were identified 
as future NITEP admissions. They were en- 
couraged to up-grade their academic standing at 
Northwest or another community college. Two 
candidates were admitted to U.B.C. and the 
Vancouver NTIEP Centre. The remaining six 
applicants did not meet the qualifications for 
admission to NITEP. 
Since 1974, a total of approximately forty 
students have successfully completed year one 
of the program in Terrace. Provincially, this 
September, 15 students are expected to begin 
year one, 25 students are slated for year two, and 
a total of 70 students are enrolled in years three 
and four, for a total of 110 students. First year 
classes were scheduled for Terrace and 
Kamloops this fall, until the untimely closure of 
the Terrace Centre. 
Ms. Pamela Straker, co-ordinator of the 
Terrace Centre, is in Vancouver and unavailable 
for comment at this time. 
School District No. 88 has received the sad 
news that he Terrace NITEP Celltre has closed 
down, after four years of operation locally. 
Despite an extremely active recruitment 
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Page 2, THE HERALD, Wednesday, August 16, 1978. 
Vie Joiliff' Tax-Sharing For 
IN MY OPINION New Health Centre 
In yesterday's HERALD Alderman Vic Jolliffe 
discussed Mayor Thorn's move to have Te~ace 
pickup the totarKitimat-Stikine share ot me costs oz 
the proposed new Health Centre which is to built in 
Terrace. Today, Jolliffe concludes his article with the 
following attempt".., to dispel some of the my.ths that 
may have produced the current uneasiness he,wean 
our two communities over payment of the respective 
costs of the health facility." 
During the'debate onwhether TeiTace should r.e.zoue 
land for the Health Centre and Court House zacifiues, 
one Terrace Alderman, Alderman Soutar, issued a 
statement to the media wherein he claimed that 
Terrace would receive from the Provincial Govern- 
ment, one hundred thousand ollars par year in taxes. 
When the Provincial Government announced that 
they were going to build these new facilities in 
Terrace, it very naturally started off a chain reaction. 
The first was a move by some of our local en- 
trepreneurs to option certain land presently zoned 
residential, and then offer same to the Provincial 
Government. The land in question is up on Park 
Avenue. Another move, and a natural one, was for the 
local architects to offer their services to the Provin- 
cial Government todesign the facilities. Their offer at 
first was turned down. However, the Provincial 
Government, through their crown corporation, 
B.C.B.C., reversed their decision after the local ar- 
chitects had lobbied the Regional District, and the 
Mayor of Terrace, to intercede on their behalf. 
There are two architectural firms in'Terrace - one 
was give the Health Centre, and one was given "..the 
Court House. 
The next problem came when B.C.B.C. found that 
the land that,hey owned and proposed to build on was 
zoned Residential R3. 
On April 24, 1978, a motion was made by Alderman 
Cooper, seconded by Alderman Soutar, that 
"correspondence be forwarded to Mr. Cyril Shelford, 
MLA for Skeena; advising that the District of Terrace 
accepts the choice of location for the courthouse ann 
health cen/re facilities as decided upen by B.C. 
Building Corporation." This motion should have been 
ruled out of order, as the intent would be to bypass all 
the zoning regulations and public hearings, but, as it 
was not ruled out by the Chairman, a motion to table 
the matter until negotiations were completed was put 
to the meetln~, and passed. This was necessary 
because Councd wanted to know what the devezo~ 
ment costs wo~ld be to the taxpayers ofTerrace, and 
requested a meeting with B.C.B.C.to dis,usa same. 
After this there were .telephone calls back and forth 
from Victoria, Alderman Soutar, whose firm stood to 
gain by architectural fees of approximately a quarter 
of a million dollars for designing the facility, was told 
that he may well have a conflict of interests, and it 
was suggested to him that he bow out of t~  
deliberations. This, he did at the Council table. 
However, he continued to lobby the public through 
the news media, and published articles in which 
statements were made that the District of Terrace 
would receive, and I quote, "the complex will con- 
tribute in excess of one hundred thousand ollars 
every year to the Terrace coffers, one million dollars 
every nine years and further that present axes are 
approximately eight thousand ollars per year from 
the twelve acre Kalum Street site" - both of these 
statements are incorrect. , !  
There is no correspondence at'Cit~ Hall that would 
indicate that taxes of a million d~ll~rs, or any other 
figure, will be paid to the District (~f Terrace on this 
land; and the second statement~also untrue, as all 
the Government land is tax-exempt and has been since 
they purchased it. Alderman Soutar had obviously not 
checked his facts. 
On the other hand, B.C.B.C, crown corporation of 
government, had made demands for certain off-site 
services; sewer, water, paved roads, sidewalks, curbs 
and gutters, and the Disirict of Terrace said they were- 
prepared to discuss and share the cost of these - the 
total costs would be in excess of two hundred thousand 
dollars to the taxpayers of Terrace. Alderman Soutar 
~ ite naturally became xasperated with the slowness negotiations, he, aft, rail, was waiting to put pen to 
paper so that he could start to earn his commissions 
for designing the Court House. 
Meanwhile, back in Kitimat, the Mayor' was reading 
and hearing all about thehundreds of thousands of 
dollars that Terrace was going to m.ake on the deal, 
and things got further complicated' when, after the 
rezoning was completed, the Mayor of Terrace got on 
the bandwagon and came out with a statement that 
upped Soutar's original claim that Terrace would be 
making one hundred thousand ollars a year on the 
deal; and made it a hundred and fifty thousand 
dollars. 
When the Health Deaprtment informed the Regiona! 
Dis,tie, that they were expecting the Regional District 
to pick up twentypercent of the capital cost of the 
Health Centre- and bear in mind that this means that 
the City of Kitimat pays the largest portion of the 
RegionalDistrict taxes - the Mayor of Kitlmat, quite 
correctly, asked for a reconsideration f who should 
pay the bill. 
I do not believe that the Mayor of Kitimat intends to 
block the building of the Health Centre. I do believe 
that some of'our junior aldermen should be a little 
• more cautious in their public statements when they 
can have an adverse .affect on community develop- 
ment and start a dispute with Kitimat that could be 
.very costly to the taxpayers of Terrace. 
An old quotation seems appropriate ((never insult 
an alligator until after you've crossed the river.'- 
12 Years Ago He Invested $5J0- Now 
He Heads NMining 0o. Worth Millions! ~|,~ C,1 ,:.,,~" ~I.: 
EDMONTON (C~)- The promising venture Ls In the same area, =.'re- sMALL FIRMS HAM- 
man who guided Precam- 
brian Shield Resources Ltd. 
through its first shaky years 
of existence says the ex- 
perience had its share of 
frustrations. 
But for company president 
Earl Curry, it was worth it. 
"We always wanted to do 
our own thing," said Curry, 
recalling the days 12 y~ars 
ago when he, his brother 
John and eight friends threw 
in $5,000 each to found what 
has become a diversified and 
promising .young company. 
"We had a very modest be. 
ginn:dg and it is com- 
paratively a modest cam- 
irony now . . . .  But we've 
made a lot of mileage out of 
the money we've had to 
Spend." 
Through compulsion 
rather than choice, 
Precambrian has grown 
from a small mineral ex- 
ploratiun company operating 
in the Northwest Territories 
into a firmly established 
business with interests in oil 
and gas,. minerals and real 
estate, spread over two 
provinces and two terri- 
tories. 
ACTIVE IN PEMBINA 
Perhaps the most 
Precambrian's growing 
involvement in the intense 
oil and gas play in the West 
Pembina rea of central Al- 
berta. 
Precambrian recently an- 
neunced its intention to begin 
test-drilUng in West Pem- 
bina acreage in which the 
company has a 6.12-per:cent 
interest. 
Preeambrlan's growth as 
been calculated to overcome 
what Curry sees as the in-, 
dustry's intrinsic bias 
against small companies.' 
Accumulation of vast 
amounts of capital is dif- 
ficult for a small company, 
but through a process Curry 
calls "fineasing and fi- 
nancing," Precambrian has 
attained some stability and 
thrived. 
The company went public 
in 1973 and its shares trade 
an the Toronto Stock Ex- 
change. 
Precambrian has interests 
ranging from 3.3 per cent to 
9.3 per cent in 13,600 acres of 
West Pembina. While• the 
interests'are modest, they 
are spread over a large area. 
"It's significant when you 
consider the elephantine 
nature of the project," said- 
Curry. 
Oataraot Operation 
How I Breeze 
cambrian has a 20-per-cent 
interest in a gas plant and 
interests of 10 to 20 per cent 
in three gas wells. 
,'But our eggs are not all in 
the same basket," Curry 
said. Precumbrian will be 
involved'in the drilling of at 
least six additional welb in 
Alberta and British 
Columbia during the next 
winter. 
By pooling its resources 
with ether companies, 
Precambrian has been able 
to develop its interests at 
relatively small cost. With 
Numac Oil and Gas Ltd. it 
has interests in about 22,700 
acres in Alberta outside of 
West Pembina. 
The company began by ex- 
ploring for minerals in the 
N.W.T., but a stagnant 
mineral industry forced it to 
look elsewhere. 
It acquired a 21.6-per-cent 
interest in a real estate om- 
pany--Bellafi~a Develop- 
merits Ltd., which owns and 
operates three commercial 
properties in Yeliowknife 
and is developing another in 
Whitehorse. 
"I don't doubt we would 
have survived (without 
diversification)," say: 
Curry. "But it would have 
been difficult." . 
PERED 
Curry, who at 50 has been 
in the industry for more than 
hal his life, says a c0m- 
bination of government red 
tape, difficulty in raising 
capital and environmental 
regulations make it almost 
impossible for a small 
company to su~ive in the 
N.W.T. 
"The really negative 
forces for exploration orth 
of the 60th parallel are the 
overly restrictive' en- 
vironmental laws in the 
N.W.T. and the problems re- 
lated to aboriginal claims." 
Despite this, Precambrlan 
has maintained its interests 
• in northern mining and 
expects its Yukon gold 
venture to generate a profit 
this year. Equipment 
problems and heavy rainfall 
resulted in an operating loss 
last year but Curry said the 
continuing high price of gold 
is reason for optimism. 
About SO per cent of Pre- 
cambrlan's even million 
issued shares are owned by 
United States shareholders, 
but it's not something that 
concerns Curry. 
"If Canada is going to at- 
tempt to become self- 
sufficient energy-wise, we 
need all the exploration 
money we can find," 
SAULT STE. MARIE, Ont. 
(CP) -- Shirley Cameron 
recently underwent cataract 
operatiom on both eyes m 
correct what niJdlzL h,;'c 
been inevitable blindness. 
Twenty years ago, a 
cataract operation was 
difficult and risky, with the 
patient having to be .and- 
bagged into immobility 
during the recovery period. 
Now, the development of
cobweb-like sutures, one. 
third the size OF human hair, 
improved instruments and 
magnification have reduced 
the hazards of the operation. 
Mrs. Cameron said in an 
interview she entered the 
hospital four days prior to 
the first operation for Mood 
tests and was home again 
two days after surgery. 
Cataracts occur when the 
lens of the eye, normally 
transparent, becomes 
cloudy, earning much of the 
light needed for good vision 
to be blocked out. 
Mrs. Cameron was told she 
had cataracts In beth eyes 
when she went to her op- 
,0me,fist late in 1976 to get a 
new prescription for her 
eyeglasses. 
DEVELOPED QUICKLY 
~.c optnmetrtst t01d her 
the cataracts might take 
four or five years to develop 
and that she could choose her 
own time for the operation." 
But the cataracts 
lPlrogressed rapidly until 
rs. Cameron could not read 
without a magnifying lass, 
could not drive, nor sighisne 
on a trip to Scotland. 
Last November she had 
her first operation, for 
cataracts in the right eye. 
"After the operation, 
everything was very, very 
bright," she said. 
"I couldn't believe I'd lost 
as much sight as I had. And I 
had no depth perception, so ! 
couldn't do things like pour a 
cup of tea without missing 
the cup." 
More recent surgery was 
undertaken on her other eye, 
making use of a microscope 
with ooularsfor 
magnification of the eye of 
up to 18 times. 
Home ava|laple tnrou~,,, ,uc'i,t',,u,',,, 
study program'~ Ct)rresptmdencL' 
Shift work,  icy students receive course outlines, 
roads in w:~ter, audio cassettes and library books 
small children in the mail. Our in:~tructors are as 
at home,  Ion S close as your telephone. 
distances to  If you can't come to Us, we will 
travel need not try to come to you. Earn part of 
. prevent  you  your degree at home. We wil l  be 
f rom earning glad to send you a list of courses 
a unive~i W and discuss the program with • 
de~ree., you, Give us a cal! or write, 
AdmiSsions OMccr 
Part-Time 5tudi, es 
Faculty of Arts and .%ience 
Q~eell'S U ni~c'~]ti ty 
Kingston, Canada K7L zNb 
. '. Telephone: (6i3) ~147"328,t 
" , 
. . . .  . .... ~ ~:~ 
/• 
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THE OLASSIFIED OOLUMNS OF THE 
TERRAOE/KITIMAT DALLY HERALD 
There is no reason to keep things you don't need or 
enjoy anymore just because they're valuable. There are 
customers willing to pay good money for things you've 
tired of. 
Contact the "Recycler of Unwants."the classified de- 
partment of the Daily Herald. You will•be pleased 
with the fast, speedy results. As fast as a phone cal l ,  
results happen! 
READ FOR PROFIT • USE FOR RESULTS 
CALL 636-6367 
Terrace/Kitimat 
DAILY HERALD 
Job opportunities 
,.Further details on the' 
following lobs are to be 
obtained by calling the 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment Centre at 635: 
~134. 
' /  
Plumber - $12.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must be fully 
~perieneed. Must have own 
transportatiou. 
F l ie rs -  I.W.A. rate. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. General duties in local 
mill. Must have saw fil or 
saw fitter experience. 
Auto Body Repairman- ~1.00 
hr. Ten'ace. Pre~er jour- 
neyman. Experience in 
metal and fight collision 
repair, 
Wniter.Waitress - $5.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must be mature 
and responsible. 
Air Truck Driller - $9.50 hr, 
included R&B. Temporary 
camp job. Terrace. 
English Language - In- 
structor. $9.00 hour. 
Terrace. Applicants hould 
have both teaching ex- 
perience and linguistics. 
Computer Operator * 
• N00DOE. Terrace. Mustbe 
able to.work Sat. and Sun. 
Some experience r quired. • 
32 IBM. 
Honseparent- Neg. D.O.E. 
Terrace. Full responsibility 
fur a group of 8 teenagers 
(occupancy may vary). 
Welder, Combination 
Union. Terrace. S yrs ex- 
Will be working on 
equipment. 
lantructen - ~9.00 'hour. 
Terrace. Instructors for 
specific topics In home skills 
(include handyman) Arts & 
Crafts, Aeademlq, 
Vocational, General interest 
a~d s~lf help. 
Automotive instructor: Neg. 
Terrace. Must be B.C. 
Certified. 
Teacher of Hear ing-  I s .  
beB.Clmired'. Neg.Certified.Terrace. Must 
Rqbtored Nurse - $11~I 
munth, Terra~. Care of 
patients in ICU maintenance 
equipment. Responsible 
to head nurse. Shift work 8 
pez~ent VP. Room and 
• .~oard provided at cost. 
Draftsperson DOE. ' 
PUMP JOCKEY- $3-4.0o per 
hour, D.O.E. Terrace. 
Permanent full.time. Must 
be mature,  responsible, 
honest & conscientious. Must 
be courteous and able to deal 
with the lZtbllc. Must have 
neat appearance. 
CLERK 3 OFFICE CLERK - 
$5.23 per hour.  Terrace. 
Permanent full-time. Mast 
have 25 wpm typing. Mast 
have experience & be 
capable of dealing with the 
public. Must have ex- 
perience in office duties. 
Baker - $7,00 per hour to 
start. Terrace. Pro'man•st 
full time. Must have ex- 
• ~rience. 
Journal Clerk Cashier - ~675 
me. Negotaible, Terrace. 
Must have 40-45 typing 
prefer financial background. 
Computer Operator - $850 - 
11200 me. DOE. Terrace. 
Permanent fullltme. Must 
be experienced on IBM 
System 32- Must be IBM 
trained. Operate 3741 
Keypunch; 
Advertising Salesperson 
Negotiable. Terra~. Must 
be fully experienced. Must 
have own transportation. 
+Must be able to work in- 
dependently. 
Housekeeper - $4.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must have 2 
references includes general 
housekeeping duties. 
DICTA.TYPIST - $720.83 per 
month. Terrace. Contact 
office for job description 
STENOGRAPHER - D.O.E. 
Terrace. Contact office for 
job description. 
GENERALOFFICE 
CLERK - ~700.00 per moath. 
Terrace. Must have valid 
Driver's Licence. Office 
reception & some payroll- 
bookkeeping duties. 
WAITER or WAITRESS - 
$4.58 per hour. Terrace. 
Permanent full-time. Must 
be 19 years of age. Must be 
experienced and have a neat 
appearance. Must be mature 
and respo~ible. 
SECRETARY - STEI~0 . 
D.O.E. Terrace. Must have 
2-3 years minimum office 
related business experience. 
50 wpm minimum, high 
degree of accuracy, dic- 
taphone or, shorthand. 
Cook's He lper -  DOe. 
~ce .  Must have some Terrace. Assistant cook. 
egn~rien~eaaa d~altspersna, General duties, This could 
e|q[funceFm~ practice. ' First Aid Attendeat- 8.91 Hr, 
• Terrace. B ticket or better. 
Typint i l i  - ~ .  
Terrace. To process civil & 
criminal documents, answer 
inquiries etc. 
Clerk Typist - 4.00 hr. 
Terrace. No experience 
required, but must be ac- 
curate typist & able to deal 
with public. 
Executive Secretary - $1,000 
month. Terrace. Typing 60 
wpm, filing; transcribing, 
shorthand month enn 
report, exp with pablic. 
Cook- 4.00 Hr. Terrace. Shift 
work. Experienced in 
complete meals & short 
order & banquet. 
SHEET METAL WORKER - 
Union. Terrace. Must be 
journeyman or equivalent 
exDerinnce. 
HEAD LIFE GUARD - 6.25 
hour. Stewart. Must have 
bronze medal, must have 
national life saving award or 
equivalent. 
LABOURER (MECHANICS 
HEI~ER) - 4-6 hr. D.O.E. 
Terrace. Must have basic 
tools, must have mechanical 
~perionca. 
KITCHEN HELPER - ~.ZS- 
@.~ D.O.E. Terrace. Ex- 
perigee preferred. Assist in 
preparation of food. 
Vecatkmal instructor - 1,727 
- 2,239 me. To instruct 
students all theory & repair 
diesel engines 5 months 
• ppointment, Terrace. 
Fruit & Vegetable Salesmsa 
- 10 percent commission. 
Terrace. Required to drive 
one ten truck, must he 
bondable, & ~ ~.~n 
bookkeeping. 
BOOKKEEPING IN- 
STRUCTOR - $5.00 hour. 
Terrace. Must be thoroughly 
conversant with all aspects 
of bookkeeping & able to 
work independently - -  
communicate. 
DINING ROOM WAITRESS 
'- ~3.W-$4.00 D.O.E. Terrace. 
Night shift. Prefer ex- 
perience. 
BIOLOGICAL FIELD 
WORKER - $5.35-$6.30 hour. 
Terrace. Must have valid 
drivers license tClass 5). 
Must have at least one year 
peat.secondary education & 
some swimming ability. 
Night Watchman - $5.00 per 
hour, Terrace. Must pass 
security clearance. Em- 
ployer will train. 
Teller - $7,900 per annum. 
Terrace, Must have teller or 
cash related experience. 
Cap~p job, Free B & R. 
Head Cook - $5.00 per hour. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. Must be fully ex- 
perienced and familiar with 
food costing, staff super. 
vision. References required. 
Typist - $4.50.5.00 - hr. DOE. 
Ter race .  Temporary  
ition. Some bookkeeping 
es, ie. accounts payable. 
Head Cook - $1,100 - $1,300 
per month. Terrace. Must 
be experienced. Days and 
hours vary. 
Babysitter - $7.00 per day. 
Terrace. To babysit for 18 
month old child. To babysit 
in your own home. 
Child Care Worker- 5.00 Hr. 
Terrace. Experience and-or 
early childhood education 
training preferred. 
LOG TRUCK DRIVER - 
Union. Terrace. Must have 
class I air ticket, Must hav~ 
prev ious  exper ience  
Temporary, 
TYPING INSTRUCTOR 
$9.00 hr. Terrace. Must be 
fully able to teach typing at 
level of basic typing, in- 
termedlato or advance. 
CLERICAL INSTRUCTOR - 
$9.00 hr. Terrace. To teach a ,  
clerical "refresher" course. 
Must have thorough 
knowledge of elerieal field.. 
Case Aid Worker - 138 wk. 
Terrace. Counsellor - home 
visits & individual & family 
problems. 
Stenographer - $600 - $800 
DOE. Terrace. Legal ex- 
per ,va~c pre fer red .  
Minimum 2 years office, 50 
w.mp. typing & dictaphone. 
Babysitter $8.00 Day 
Negotiable. Terrace. Care 
for I - (9 month old) Babysit. 
in  yon ownhome. 
Janitor -$5.18 hr. Terrace. 
Re la ted  exper ience  
~ Graveyard shift 6 ys per week. 40 hour week. 
Mature individual. 
Warehouse Person - $800 per 
month to start .  Terrace. 
Permanent days- Men,- Frl. 
Heavy lifting required, good 
physical condition. Counter 
sales etc. after training. 
Bartender - $546 per hour 
t~.O.E. Terrace. Mixing 
Drinks, some serving in- 
volved..Shift work. 
P lumber -  Union Rate. 
Terrace, Must be Jour- 
neyman & have residential- 
comnlereial experience, 
Performer Rick Preston was in Terrace last week doing his impersonation of
Elvis Presley. 
+ 
Elvis impersonator 
visits Terraoe 
By Barbara Gaff Kennedy personating Elvis Presley. immediate plans at present, 
Four years before the On that New Years Eve at but there are possibilities of 
death of Elvis Presley, who the Flamingo Hotel, Rick doinga show for television i . 
would have thought of im- was approached to do h i s  the future. 
personating the king of rock impersonation tribute full As for Rick's voice in 
n' roll, Eivis Presley, a man time, to which be agreed, comparisonto Elvis Presley, 
who by the Church was Two of the Federal Cases Rick ,Preston has been the 
branded as the Devil's Own. group left the hand to join closest since the. i s -  
Rick Preston, who ap- Rick, which has led to their personations first started 
peered recently at the Red success today, shortly after Elvis' death. 
D'or Cabaret in Terrace It was lathe year of 1970 When asked about the 
started his singing career at Rick had his first recording crowds Rick receives, he 
the age of fifteen. Born and called "Moody Blue", which enjoys the variety he gets. 
raised in the Vancouver was not in relation to Elvis As for problem crowds, there 
area, Rick's singing career Presley, but he felt'it was are a few jeers or earn- 
began in Harrison Hot recorded at the wrong time. motions. All in all he said the 
Springs. His singing led him The Rick Preston Band crowds were good. 
to New Westminster where has planned a tour and will The costumes for Rick 
he worked at the Flamingo spend the next few months Preston are specially made 
Hotel in the beverage room on the road with stops such for him in Vancouver, by 
in North Surrey. as Yorkton, Saskatchewan, THE HOUSE OF BLUES 
Rick got his first big break for a two week engagement, SACK and his scarfs are 
when he joined a recording one week in Prince Albert, made by a woman in Van- 
group by the name of the Saskatchewan, one week in couver. 
FEDERAL CASES, which he Regina, two weeks in TheBahd ranges in the age 
was with off and on for s ix  Courtney B.C., with a 3 group from 19 to 26, Rick 
years. It was the, two weeks month tour package of the being the o ldest . . : :•  
before the death of ~Elvis Yukon and Hawaisn Islands Janet: Ross, ~ l~d:singer, 
Presley that Rick and his "in Nov.ember of rids year.. Mark Leevi who p lays  
group did a Tribute to l~lws I asked Rick of the drums, is new &ith the band, 
Presley. The idea was well ~ ,ssibilities of a future lead guitar is played by John 
received, and Rick decided tt~evision show, and his Christopher, Kerri Yawki, 
to stay with the idea of i s .  reply was that there was no keyboards, Randy Sheppard 
plays bass, and Peanut 
Campbell is the lighting 
0onstruotion workers The group travels a great deal. When asked how they 
relax, Rick explained they 
jog, do exercises, fix 
costumes, watch TV. and acoept oontrao! rehearse as much as they 
can. Rick wants to continue VANCOUVER CP- British anticipate any problems. 
Columbia's unionized con- About 15,500 ballots were to sing as long as the public 
struction workers have cast by construction wants him. 
ratified a two year contract workers, about half the As for the show at the Red. 
with 850 employers by 81 cur rent  membersh ip ,  D'or, the crowd loved him, 
percent, Jim Kinnaird, Kionaird said. women squealed, and 
chairman of the 17 union FIRST YEAR bounced in their chairs, and 
building trades bargaining It is the first year that the clamoured for the scarfs 
council, announced'Monday, unions have negotiated given to the girls. Lights 
The agreement only under the auspices of a joint flashed off and on during the 
bargaining council, performance. squeaked through the first 
step of the union ratification 
procedure, however, when 
five smaller unions turned it 
down. 
Under the union 
bargaining council's con- 
stitution, a l l  strike and 
ratification votes must he 
approved by the mem- 
hership of 12 of the 17 unions 
before the all membership 
ballots are considered. Then 
a simple majority of all 
ballots is necessary.. 
The contract provides for 
an 81 cent an hour wage 
increase retroactive toApril 
30, followed by  another 81 
cents an hour in 1970, which 
is a 12 per cent pay raise 
over two years. 
Const ruct ion  Labor  
Relations Association, 
representing the con- 
tractors, has nnt finished 
ratifying the agreement but 
president Chuck McVeigh 
sai d Monday that he did not 
The Operative Plasterers' 
and Cement Masons' In- 
ternational Association, the 
International Brotherhood of
Teamsters, the International 
Brotherhood of Boiler- 
makers, the International 
Union of Elevator Con- 
structors and the In- 
ternational Association of 
Bridge, Structural and 
Ornamental ironworkers 
rejected the agreement. 
"It's not without eoin-+ 
cidence that some of these 
same unions The cement 
masons, the  boilermakers 
• and elevators constructors 
have been party to shut- 
downs of the industry in the 
past," Kineaird said; 
The council was formed 
after Labor Minister Allan 
Just to listen and go back 
to the days of our King of 
Rock it was the memory of 
our Elvis all over again. It 
was an evening well enjoyed 
by all. 
Thank you Rick Preston 
for a memory never to he 
lost. 
0ell death 
suJoide 
VICTORIA (CP) --  A coro- 
ner's jury ruled Monday that 
prisoner John Marlow, 20, 
who burned in a cell fire on 
June 4 at the Vancouver 
Island Regional Correctional 
Centre, committed suicide. 
Williams asked the The jury said Marlow died 
provincial labor relation in hospital July 2 from 
board to look into imposing breathing in his stomach 
one on the strike prone in- contents as a result of being 
dustry generally weakened by 
severe burns. 
You'll a Sure W: 
!i,~ ~he~yYLougeJtYOrUyr Ji, cl~e~SoOyy 
~m'~ _~+,. do you get a (~hance to win 
"~ ' , "~.  big prize money, but with.each 
,,.~.'.~'~,~ and every purchase, you win 
~r~m ~.) the chance to help acrippled 
~, , J .~ , ,  child. Even if you di0n't win the 
100,000  
you'll feel like a winner 
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News from Skoena Health Unit 
Preventing food poisoning 
By Bruce Gaunt B,Sc., 
C,P.H.I, (c) 
The recent botulism 
outbreak in Britain has 
prompted me to write about 
this form of food poisoning 
and how it can he prevented. 
Botulism is caused by the 
toxin produced by the 
bacter ia ,  c los t id ium 
botulism which is found 
everywhere in the soil. 
Garden vegetables, because 
of their contact with the soil, 
are elmost always infcet(..d 
'with this bacteria. Meats and 
.especially seafoods are 
frequently contaminated as 
well. 
The bacteria, by itself is 
harmless but the toxin it 
produces is probably the 
meat poisonous substance 
know to man. A few ounces 
of the crystalline toxin is 
adequate to destroy the 
human race. 
Two other characteristics 
of clestridium botulism are 
that it can't tolerate oxygen 
and that it can form heat 
resistant spores when ex. 
posed to an oxygen en- 
vironment. This is very 
important to know when 
canning low-acid vegetables 
such as beans, peas, spinach, 
Foods containing botulism 
toxin are deadly. Even a 
small morsel can be fatal. 
Historically, as many as 50 
percent of the victims of 
botulism poisoning die, 
although there are now 
antidotes for thls toxin 
available on an emergency 
basis from the health unit. 
Botulism poisoning causes 
dryness of mouth, sore 
throat, drooping eyelids, 
Proper processing of 
commercially canned foods 
is regularly monitored ,by 
government inspectors, and 
samples of batch lots are 
routinely sampled for the 
presence of the botulism 
toxin. However, the public 
can further protect them- 
selves from botulism by 
doing the following: 
a. Never buy bulging or 
"exploded" cans from the 
blurred vision and even- supermarket as the lack of 
tually death by paralyzing vacuum may indicate 
the respiratory system. 
The best method of 
prevent ing  botu l ism 
poisoning is by properly 
processing home-canned 
foods. This can be done in a 
pressure cooker equipped 
with pressure gauge. At 10 
Iba. of steam pressure, the 
boiling temperature of water 
is increased which is 
adequate to destroy the 
botulism spores in 20 to 30 
minutes, depending on the 
type of food being processed. 
(Exact cooking times can be 
obtained at the Health Unit.) 
Boiling foods at 100 degrees 
Centigrade, is not hot enough 
to destroy the heat resistant 
spores. 
Care should be taken in 
botulism poisoning. Help get 
these cans off the shelves by 
giving them to the cashier 
for disposal. 
b. Don't buy badly dented 
cans as their seal may be 
broken. 
c. Whereever possible, 
heat canned foods by boiling 
them for at least 10 minutes, 
as this will completely 
destroy the toxin. Never 
sample canned foods prior to 
heating. 
Further information on 
botulism poisoning or other 
typos of food poisoning can 
be obtained at the local offic 
of the Skeena Health Unit. 
asparagus etc., as well as all borne canning, to make sure 
meats. These foods, when that the air is bled out of the 
contaminated with botulism pressure cooker before 
spores and improperly placing on the presure relief 
canned, become an ideal valve. Make sure that you 
environment for the bacteria read the imtruction booklet 
to grow from the spores and for your pressure cocker or 
produce its deadly toxin, eanner as exploding cookers 
This is because the sealed are just as dangerous as 
can has no oxygen in it. botulism poisoning 
Nuolear development in 
0anada oalled unavoidable 
"Whether we like it or not, 
nuclear development will he 
widespread in the country by 
the year 2000," he told the 
CaeadiasnCommunity 
Newspapers Association 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Major nuclear development 
is unavoidable in Canada, 
Robert Banner, British 
Columbia Hydro chairman, 
said Monday. 
Yano. hospital 
annual meetings. " It  is 
already well begun in On- 
tario, Quebec and New 
Brunswick." 
Banner also said energy 
production must take 
precedence over project 
prevention by envi- 
ronmentalists if Canada is to 
meet its energy needs. 
"The lead time to 
production has doubled in 
w o r k  a h e a d  thethe last decade as a resultOf nvironmental 
revolution. It is now a 10 to 
, lS-yeur process to get from 
+i" 'VANC~ UVE~R tCP): ~<i . . . . .  ;..~.t!c ~, ,e~ .~ to~bq!,~a..~ t l~ l !~an~$tage to the 
~H~altht:~inis[er ~,,Bob LMc. ~Joattl~roufi~,:~for,~ Wo,i~and~'~ aet~-ai ~pr~ct ion  of 
Clelland said Monday that a ~+anli-aoortion t rces, energy." 
$45.5 million construction Vancouver coroner Glen IMPORTS INCREASE 
and renovation program at McDonald has decided to Canada, which now im- 
troubled Vancouver General .l~ld ~ fepar.ate.inqu.es~ porte ~ome630,000 barrels of 
Hospital will not be af retted into seams., at me ncspital, oil per day, will have to 
by the appointment of an .ur igina,y,  mere were import wo million barrels a
administrator to ~.~ the pmnsmrone inquest and two day by 1990, he said.n 
hospital, n inquiries without juries into "And the exotic alter- 
',The programs are under the deaths of Bill Lake, 39, natives o dear to the hearts 
way and funds have been- who died of self-inflicted of protesters and writers of 
napproved," McClelland abdominal wounds July 10; popular articles cannot 
said in an interview. Danny Barnes, 20, who make a serious impact upon 
"Censtructionnwill goahead drowned in a hospital the energy supply problems 
as  quickly as possible." bathtub July 7 and Clarice for at least 10 years." 
Earlier, concern had been Gertrude Geiblum, 58, who He defined exotic alter- 
expressed that the ap- 'died under anesthesia June natives as wind power, tidal 
pointment of former RCMP 15 after going into hospital power, solar collectors, 
deputy commissioner Peter for minor surgery, geothermal power, 
Bazowski as public ad- photovoliaic cells and fusion. 
ministratorto.takeovertbe Gloomy . +o t . .  
t8-man board of trustees realize net energy gains 
would stall the work. from conservation, he said. 
 zows. ,,,..+,.,.c, ...,+h.,.t,  von ,, . .  
by McClelland Friday to v ~ n n ~ n  homes were properly in- 
relieve VGHpreaidentLarry+ for  B O +o o ,o 
Truitt and the board, who years to achieve net energy 
were embroiled in a dispute I • gains because of the energy 
with senior nursing staff VICTORIA tCP) --  The required to install the in- 
over hospital management Confeqenee Board of suiation in the first nisce" 
and patient care. Canadb's gloomy economic 
In other developments, outlook for British Columbia 
nursing d i rec tor  June for the rest of the year 
Nakamoto, one of three misrepresents the true UP  P TO 
nursing supervisors fired in provincial situation, Finance 
June, has accepted the Minister Evan Wolfe said in ~ %  
hospital' offer of an uncon- a letter-to the board, made (pc annum return) 
ditionai reinstatement and public Tuesday. 
will report for work Wed- He said prospects for Real Estate 
nosday.n growth in B.C.'s economx Investment 
Bazowskc has declined are greater than the board 
comment on hospital affairs predicts because the secured by residential 
until he has met three fired economy performed strongly income property 115,000 
renter nurses, staff, npatients in 1977 and as a consequence, minimum investment. 
and administration. 1978 figures are measured 
MET TRUSTEES against a highernrelative We will be visiting your 
A hospital spokesman said level of economicnactivity city to arrange an ap- 
Bazowski met with tho heard than any other province pointment. Call: Sam 
of trustees on Saturday and except Alberta. AIIman - 112-872-8586. 
with Truitt Monday. The board said last week 
The spokesman also said all provinces with the ex- 0R| [~ A(R |S  
Bazowski will make a eeption of B.C. will ex- 
decision on whether to per ience acce lerated  R[ALTY LTO. 
postpone the hospital's economic growth for the re- 
annual meeting and board mainder of 1978. 
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Lets I~ive a cheer, as we shed a tear. 
for  the fami ly doctor o f  yester-year. 
Do you remember - those of you, who like 
myself, were bern in the Dark Ages of X - 
number of years ago - when, if something was 
wrong with your health you simply "Saw a 
Doctor?" 
Now, if you're a woman, you have to start out 
with- not a "doctor" hut a "gynecologist". And if 
you're a male, like me... 
Not too long ago I got up nerve to visit a 
!"doctors office". Office, Hell! It was called a 
"clinic" and was more like the entrance of a 
shopping mall! Two or three young women were 
busy typing and shuffling papers and answering 
the telephoneS behind glass windows like the 
tellers of a city bank. 
Timidly, I went up to the least busy looking 
one. She never noticed me. 
Finally I coughed. A nervous cough. I had 
meant it to be just loud enough to get her at- 
tention - but somehow, in the stillness of that 
"office" it rang out like a rifle shot• 
Immediately I sensed that all 16 of the 
pregnant women stopped reading their worn 
copies of Redbook and Good Housekeeping tosee 
OTTAWA OFFBEAT 
Whatever Happened To ... The FamJlyDootor 
who had coughed. 
"I want o see a doctor" I tr ied to whisper: My 
whisper only served to make the 16 weird-shap~l 
women strain (to listen) all the harder. 
"Name?" asked the girl. I whispered it. 
"Sorry, you'll have to speak up, I cant't hear 
you': she commanded, in a clear, crisp - and loud 
- voice. 
I gave my name, my age, my place of birth, 
my telephone number, my social Becurity 
number, my Medical Insurance number, my 
wife's name, my address, and a lot of similar 
data. 
Then the REAL questions began. 
Had I ever suffered from polio, smallpox, 
leprosy, athlete's foot, syphilis, gonorrhea, 
scarlet fever, Rocky Mountain spotted fever, 
rabies, shortness of breath, getting-up-nights or 
been a member of the Communist Party. 
While I paused, gravely, in ,deep thought, to 
rememhe~ the correct answer to each complaint, 
I could feel my 16 "little mothers" heads now 
back in their magazines, studiously reading the 
ads for censtipation remedies in their women's 
By Riohard daokson 
Tmdeau's New RopubU-a 
Ottawa, - How's this for a scenario? 
It's Gordon Churchill's - the former Trade 
Minister and John Diefenbaker's second in 
command when the Toriea ruled the roost - and 
he warns of the very real peril of what he calls 
"Trudeau's Republie of New France." 
With Trudeau as the ,'governor," 
Mr. Churchill sets it out in a letter of alarm to 
Nova Scotia MP and Conservative Party 
President Robert Coates. 
He fears that Bill C-60, amending the Con- 
stitution, could - and likely would - be used as 
the legislative instrument of Trudcau's coup. 
Elections aside - this Fall or next Spring - the 
bill now remains on the Commons Order Paper 
and could be brought immediately before the 
House when and if Parliament re-assembles in
October. 
There would be time to process it between this 
Fall and next Spring, regarloss of "minor 
delays" that an Opposition might engineer. 
"Changes in the rules of:theCommons ince 
1968 have placed all the needed power in the 
hands of the Prime Minister," writes Mr. 
Churchill. . 
"Closure and allocation of (debating) time 
enBure passage of the Bill so long as there_is a 
government majority ready and v~ling toobe.y. 
"Then all that may be left to do is to devise 
some way of suborning a majority of the 
(Liberal) Senate. 
"That accompliBhed the bill could he 
proclaimed and become law early in the New 
Year. 
"Mr. Trudeau, at that stage, having achieved 
his life ambition, could proceed one step further 
and have himself appointed Governor. 
"At the same time he could announce his 
retirement as Liberal Leader. The Libera~ then 
could attempt a repeat of 1968, stage a massive 
convention in April and go to the country with a 
new leader in June. 
"Even if Joe Clark won that election, with 
substantial Quebec support, he would be 
deterred from attempting reversal of the 
Trudeau republican constitution." q 
To head off such a constitutional disaster, Mr. 
Churchill sees four courses of action. 
"The public if fully informed and thoroughly 
aroused could dispose of Mr. Trudeau and his 
republican schefne in an early election, but that 
may be denied them. 
"The Liberals, in sufficient numbers, without 
crossing the floor or ostentatiously voting 
against the Bill, could prevent it passing by the 
simple expedient of merely refraining from 
voting. Passive resistance can be effective. But 
the Opposition parties would have to be alert and 
in full force. 
"Then there is the Senate, a powerful in- 
dependent body that could reject the Bill. If the 
Senators would put the national interest ahead of 
Party considerations the public would be well 
served and the senate resvected and honored. 
!'Another possibility is that Quebec might 
unilaterally declare its independence and set up 
a separate national state. Immediately all 
Members of Parliament from Quebec would be 
disqualified from serving in Ottawa and the Bill 
would perish." 
At this point, Mr. Churchill cautions that to say 
there are more important issues than the 
Costitution, or to assume the Bill will not pass, or 
that the Senate will refuse it, or that the 
provincial permiers will not agree "is to 
discourage investigation of the implications of 
the Bill and promote indifference and apathy." 
Noting that so far only former Liberal 
Defence Minister James Richardson and 
Senator Eugene Forsey have spoken out against 
"Trudeau's Republic of New France," Gordon 
Churchill calls all opposition - Conservative, 
NDP and independent - to  arms, reminding 
them: 
There are people abrocd in the land who will 
insist that the Voice of English Canada he hear." 
mags., but obviously hanging onto each answer I
came up with, with great  interest. 
"To save the doctor,s time" the girl then said 
to me, turning to page eight of the form she was 
filling out, ',May I ask what is the ~ture of this 
visit?" 
"Sure," I said, "Go ahead." 
And she did. 
"It's about myheart," I explained, "I want to 
see him about my heart." 
I could almost hear a murmur of sympathy 
among the mothers-to-be brigade. Somewhere, 
among the waiting line, a baby Btarted to cry, 
and I glanced nervously around, my tongue 
moistening my dry lips, just in time,to see a 
member of the LaLeche League shifting the 
culprit over to the other side. 
"If it's about your heart, might I suggest you 
make an appointment for the third Monday from 
now - that's when we are expecting Dr. Upbeat, 
the cardiologist. Our Doctor X always prefers to 
see heart patients when Dr. Upbeat is in town." 
the Female Inquisitor assured me, with hei 
special heart patient smile. 
Petting the python at the Vancouver Aquarium is one 
way that young visitors get a "feeling" for snakes. 
The particUl~ Reticulated Python which the 
uniformed guide is showing these children comes from 
Asia and whenfuli-grown could be 3S feet long. Con- 
trary to popular belief, such stakes are not slimey '
but feel cool and dry. 
The Editor: 
Re: Hydro Propoganda 
• .Lately I 've become increasingly disturbed at seeing 
beadllnes declaring "Selfish Environmentalists Halt 
Power Plans" (Vancouver Sun, June IB, 1978) or 
"Hydro Chief Raps MEdia for giving Prominence to 
Critics of Energy Development" (Vancouver Sun, 
July 4. 1978). it Hems the people of B.C. are being 
Letter of Thanks ' 
Dear Sir: were not many local 
As Chairman of the residents in attendance. A 
Tourism Committee of the great opportunity to meet 
Chamber of Commeree, I people from many States of 
would like to thank the the Union and learn about 
Municipality of Terrace for their part of the world as 
the use of the Arena on well as telling them of the 
August 3,1978 for the wonders of Terrace. 
reception of the Airstrsam Grateful thanks to all those 
Trailer Tourists. They who took part and those who" 
seemed to enjoy themselves helped. 
and cheerfully signed the The Golden Rule thanks 
visitors book and were at- the Judges for the prize 
tentive listeners" to awarded toit at the paradel 
narratives about he fishing and would also like to thank 
pros and cons as explained theTerraceCenteonialLions 
by  Bert Goulet. The for the opportunity of 
Manager el the Sandman I n making some money for the 
provided the coffee including unemployed by running one 
the young lady to make and of the Crown and Anchor 
serve it The music for the wheels at the Casino on 
National anthems was August 7. 
recorded by Wilkinson To Central Flowers, 
business machines at the MeEwan Motors, Dave 
Tillicum Keyboards and Mc~rdy, Gertrude Grun.d- 
played by Ms. Donna mann, and Sheila Lang wne 
Thomson on the organ. The helped on those occasions. 
singing we led by Mrs. They practised The Golden 
Ginny Lowrie and everyone Rulel Last but not least, 
joined in. l~yor Mareney Thank you God for not 
gave a short welcoming raining on our Parndel 
address and after that it was Yours sincerely 
mix and mingle. Sadly there Juanito Hatton 
Smithers Writer Attaoks 
B.O. Hydro's 'Propaganda' 
submitted to a constant barrage of Hydro propaganda 
this summer as the electric utility comes under 
criticism for its "unllmik, d growth" philosophy. 
Leading the attack on Hydro critics is Charles Nash, 
B.C. Hydro's vice-president for corporate affairs. 
• .Mr• Nash has made news lately with Ids atteck on 
environmentalists (meaning any individual or group 
• who dares to question Hydro's policies). While this 
brand of rhetoric may make good newspaper copy, it 
hardly serves to raise the level of debate on energy 
issues in B,C, One might have expected more from a 
top level spokesman for one of the provinces largest 
.c/orporations. Instead we have been treated to a highly 
irrational tirade agaimt wilderness preservation, 
energy conservation, renewable nergy development 
and protection of farmland. The people of B.C. 
/ I 
deserve better. 
..In the Same breath Mr• Nash claims that Hydro has 
done a great deal to encourage conservation and 
alternate nergy sources while flatly stating that 
renewable nergy technologies such as solar, wind 
and tidal are not sufficiently developed to provide 
"more" than a small percentage of our total 
requirements in the next 20 years." One reason that 
renewables are not more widespread today is because 
the power brokers that decide Hydro's future continue 
to push huge hydro-electric developments at any cost 
while downplaying the significance of renewable 
energy sources. B.C. Hydro's idea of an alternate 
energy program is to produce a few suck pamphlets 
on conservation and leave them sitting in a magazine 
rack in the local office in the hopes that eager bill 
payers will read them and see the fight. Meanwhile 
they spend milflons on more dams and go further into 
debt. 
• .Where Is the money going and who needs the power? 
A few facts about Hydro's current financial status 
might help to set the record straight. B.C. Hydro's 
long-term debt is 14.3 billion. Approval has recently 
been granted to increase the amount o $4.8 billion. 
This debt amounts to aimest $2,000• per woman, man 
and child in B.C. The interest alone on the debt in 1977 
was $264 million or $33.9 percent of Hydro's gross 
revenue for 1977. B.C. Hydro exported 3.9 billion 
K.W.H. to the U.S. in 1977. This amounts to 14 percent 
of Hydro's total sales. 
, •B.C. Hydro has no comprehensive energy plan for 
reducing growth in future energy demand. Despite 
claims to the contrary, they are still in the buslnesd of 
selling electricity and they will continue to predict 
unrealtstic rates of growth as long as it is in tbeir best 
Interest to do so. This is definitely not in the interests 
of the people of this province. The days of a plentiful 
supply of cheap hydro power are long gone. Robert 
Bouner, B.C. Hydro chairman has stated on several 
eceasslous that it will  be necessary to dam every river 
In the proVince and he also anticipates the eventual 
use of nuclear power in B.C. Hydro must be made 
accountable tothe people it supposedly serves before 
Robert Bonner's vision of a nuclear future becomes 
another self.fulfilling prophecy. 
Rick Olding 
gmithecs Conservation Centre 
Box 2749, Smllbers, B.C. 
Havingmade the appointment, I turned to go. 
'l'ne F.I. reached over to the Wall behind her and 
plucked out a leaflet, and handed it to me. "You 
might like tO study this, tint," she suggested, 
helpfully. I glanced at the cover• "Your Heart 
and How to Live With It" it read, 
As I passed by the 16 "doubles" on the way out, 
one of them gave me a sad smile, and patted the 
vacant seat beside her• 
"I think I can make it to my car O.K." I Bald, 
smiling hack. 
"That's what my father thought" she shook 
her head, sadly• 
I didn't have the heart to tell her my heart was  
fine, but that I just simply could not get up the 
courage to say either "hemhorrhoids" or "piles" 
in front of the girl behind the glass birdcage and 
with all those sixteen pairs of strained ears tuned 
in on my every word. 
My only problem, later was - 
What do I do about Dr. Upbeat, the hear~, 
specialist? 
Clearly, I could see, I was in for a lot of trouble• 
You might say, piles of it! 
OanOel Mid-year 
Outlook Hopeful 
A modest level of earnings 
was maintained uring the 
second quarter not- 
withstanding continued 
depressed worldwide, pulp 
market prices. 
Net sales for the quarter 
were $50.5 million compared 
to $41.5 million ayear ago. 
Earnings after normal taxes 
were $641,000 or five cents 
per share compared to ;5.8 
million or 48 cents per share 
in the corresponding period 
last year. Cash flow for the 
quarter was 27 cents per 
share compared to $1.10 per 
share in the prior year. 
For the first six months of 
1978 sales volume improved 
slightly to ;a9.I million from 
;¢1.5 million in the first half 
of 1977. Earnings for the halt- 
year were $1.2 mimon or I0 
cents per sSare compared to 
$9.2 million or 76 cents per 
share in the same period of a 
year ago. 
The company's per- 
formance during the current 
year was adversely affected 
by a number of factors, the 
most significant of which 
was the prevailing low price 
of softwood kraft : pulp: 
Although market demand 
began to improve during the 
second quarter, this renewed 
strength did not result in any 
substantial price ad- 
justments. Third and fourth 
quarter prices, however, are 
expected to be higher. 
n June 17th, fire damaged 
substantial portions of the 
new smaliwond sawmill and 
the existing sawmill at 
Castlngar, thus interrupting 
a strong performance by our 
lumber sector. The 
smallwond mill was to have 
commenced production on 
June lath. 
Reconstruction activity 
started immediately and it is 
new estimated the 
smalfwood milland aportion 
of the main sawmill will be in 
operation by December and 
the complex fully 
operational by next May. 
For Oanada 
Property damage is ex- 
pectod to be in the range of $9 
million. Both mills wm-e 
insured a'gainsf physical 
damage on a replacement 
cost basis and the company 
is also insured for loss of 
earnings and continuing 
costs directly resulting from 
;the fire. Such insurance is 
subject o a deductible of $9 
million, 
The sulphite-to-kraft 
modification project at  
Prince Rupert is proceeding 
on schedule with final 
equipment tie-ins now oc- 
curing and full operation 
scheduled for late Sep- 
tembor. The estimated total 
cost, excluding financing 
charges, is $135 million, ~s 
million over the previous 
earL, hate. 
As indicated earlier, 
demand for kraft pulp has 
increased in all maJer world 
markets and prices also 
have begun to recover• The 
company is well positioned 
to benefit from the improved 
conditions as the additional 
capacity of 430 me~e tQ~s 
per de~ due to cme.~ 
b~ng~our tot~ ~ '~o~ 
capability to 1,640 t.onnes 
da. l iy . - - - ,  in lumber Tne ~uu,nu g 
operations at Terrace and 
Kliwanga are performing 
well although earnings from 
this sector for the second 
half'of the year are not ex- 
peeied to match the recm'd 
rformance of the first half 
e to moderate slackening 
in lumber demand and 
prices. 
In a re-expression of 
confidence in the company's 
potential, the Board of 
Directors declared a third 
quarter dividend of eight 
cents per share payable on 
September 181 1978 to 
shareholders of record on 
September 1,1978. 
Donald N. Watson, President 
and Chief Executive Officer 
Vanconver, B.C. August ~t, 
1978 
Outlook is Weak 
TORONTO CP - Canada Thefirmaddsitexpactsan 
can expect considerable va  higher ate for the rest 
labor unrest in the next 12 of 1978, assuming that the 
months a~ a result of the federallyspensoredsalmtax 
economy's poor per- reduction ends in October. 
formance, a Toronto "Even current "high 
brokerage firm says. unemployment cannot on- 
Wood Oundy Ltd. says in force such a sharp decline in 
its quarterly assessment of real wages and we therefore 
the Canadian economy that expect a gradual Be- 
recent wage settlements colerationinwageinereases, 
have been running in the starting very soon. 
range of 6.5 pereent a year. The firm, whose forecast 
However, in the second covers the 1978 6O period, 
quarter, inflation as says there is little likelihood 
measured by the consumer that growth will dome dose r'~ 
price index was elmer to t0 to the target of fiver ~rcent i;, 
percent, in real terms. ~i 
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ttm D ibbs  w ins  at Can .  open  
, ,  m ~ ~ ~ TORONTO. tt;t'l - -  lop- love in the next game, then In other first-round 
• seeded Eddie Dibbs of held his serve to win the matches, seventh-seeded 
, . !  Miami, Fla., survived a match and advance to the John McEnroe of the U.S. 
~ second-set surge by Rejean third round of the S210,000 beat Pat Rodrigue~ of Chile 
• ,. Genois 'of Quebec City to Grand Prix tournament. 7-6, 6-2; eighth-seeded Jose 
• f defeat he Canadian 6-2, 6.4 Dibbs currently is in third Higueras of Spain beat 
" , ,  , ,  in a second.round men's place in the Grand Prix Rokerto Lombardl ofnItaly 
singlesmatchTuesdayatthe points race, and could 6-3, 6-3; Adriano Panatta of 
~ Canadian Open tennis eham- overtake firstplace Bjorn Italy defeated Eric 
. . . . . .  piomhips. 
: The above map shows thelocation and how to get to the Kermode Four Wheelers Labour Day Playday Sept. z, ~ anu ~. Dlbbs easily won the first Borg and seeondplace Deblicker of France 6-2, 6-2; ' J immy Conners i  the Paul Kronk of Australia 
: ~ set, usinghardlmssingsilota standcngs with a victory upended Pat Cornejo f Chile 
.-.~. each time the 25-year-old here. BothBorg and Conners 0-6, 6-3, 6-3 and Colin Dibley 
Genois rushed the net. Dlbbs 
Wheelers playday the Canadian began his In a first.round match, Dibbs, who wont265,555in comeback. Genois broke Dibbs's Chris Lewis of New Zealand prize money during 1977, 
• defeated Robert Bettaur of served pearly in his match 
The Kerm¢,de Four events. The entry fee will be on Saturday there will be follow the sand drags and the Practices are allowed.' service in the sixth game, Vancouver 6-1, 6-2. Bettauer with Genois. The American 
Wheelers are holding their $15 per person and this in- registration and 'technical lraetor pull is slated to go at When you are ready to be held service in the seventh Iost to Harry Fritz of Toronto twice doublefaulted on 
Labour Day '78 Playday oa cludesallevente. Therewill impect ionf rom8to l lam.  7:30p.m. Umed, you must inform the ~ and tind the set at 44 when in the Canadian national c ruc ia l  po ints ,nonce 
Saturday, Sunday and be first second and third The hill eUmb with one run On Monday, the obstacle Pit Boss and he will have he again broke Dibbs in the final and entered this allowing Genois a service 
Monday theZnd, 3rd, and 4th place trophies in the main only wlll run from noon until race will run from 9 a.m. someone time you. Two eighth game. tournament as a Canadian break. 
of September. events with men's and it is firdshed. Theteam relay until it is finished, with timed tries are allowed and ButDibbs, theflflh-ranked wild-card. 'Tvebeenservingwellthe 
Events will include a hill women's top eliminator will follow the hill climb, t rophy  presentat ion  the best of the two will be player in the world, broke McENROE ADVANCES past couple of weeks, but it 
climb, sand drags (double h'ophiee and a first place following used. the Canadian's ervice at sure. desertpd rap. today." 
elimination), obstacle race, trophy for novelty events. T There will also be a dance 
ERE WILL ALSO BE Saturday night. • 
,., -u y p icks  up 17th win  in  defeatin  A There will be men's and BUGGYS IN MAIN with the sand drags at 10 S women's classes In all EVENTS ONLY. a.m. The ba.rrel race will ' 
! By THE ASSOCIATED home run since June 26 and Milwaukee Brewers t a 9- By "1rile CANADIAN PRESS AMERICAN LEAGUE 
Vancouver junior wins victory ocer Toronto , , , , ,o , , c  , , : ,ous r~, Ron Guidry posted his major Lopes scored the winning DKLUE Jays in the first sm , w I. Pa. ore. " W L I:~.GBL Boston 74 43 .632 -- 
• game of a double-header.  Phlladel~ia 63 52 ,548 - -  New York 66 51 .554 8 learue-leading 17th victory run in the seventh after he 
• with a four-hitter as jnkew doubled and was moved to The second rame was Chicago 51 55 .S21 3 Detroit 64 52 .552 9v2 In'--' tennis c'am-'ons' 'p n p l  H i  ~ Ya,kees beat Oakland third on a sacrlflc.e btmt. postponed by rain. Mo~lrealpittsburoh 5357626, .461"479 e10 Ml~zukeeBaltlmore 636'15254 .s3e'"2119'/: 
• "The Yankees' left-hander, Winner Doug Rau  gave  up Jose  Morales cracked a New York " 49 69 .415 15V~ Cleveland 53 64 .453' 2~ 
49 70 .412 16 Toronto ~6 71 .3~3 28 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Rle Ben- In other matches: Laird 6-2, 6-1 to Ritehie Lanys of 7-2, lowered his earned run four hits, walked three, and , unrest home run in the st. Louis W~ West e ighth  inning, l i f t ing Min.  ~os Angeles 69 50 .580 - -  K81"mS City 64 52 .552 -- average to 1.79, also the best struck out four in eight in- 
gston e/ Vancouver upset Dunlop, Ottawa, defeated Toronto while Young was in the majors, and took the nings before needing relief nests TRine to a 9-8 victory san Francisco 69 50 .580 - -  California 65 55 .~2 I 
1977 14-and.under champion Rick Hunter, Vancouver 6-3, beaten 6-0, 6-4 by Douwe American League lead in help from Lance Rautzhan. over Cleveland IKNdlane. Qnclnnsu ~ 51 .571 I Texas 59 57 .509 5 San Diego 60 59 ,504 9 Ookle~J 61 60 .504 5V~ 
Beneit LemieuxnTuesday in 7-5, and Bruno Clermont, Cosijn of Calgary. shutouts with his sixth, and In other National League Pinch.hitter Steve Braun ~to~ ss 62 .~o 13 ~nnes~a s~ 66 .ul 13 
the second day of the Laval, 6-2, 6,0; Michel Top-seeded Wendy Barlow in strikeouts. He struck out games, Dan Driessen's solo broke a 2-2 tie in the seventh ~,anta 54 64 .~a 14'/~ chlcaoo ~r 70 .~0~ 17'/: 
Canadian Junior tennis Hurtubise, Ottawa, defeated won her opening 18-and- nine to raise his season total home run in the 10th inning inning with a run-scoring NontreaiTuesdaY4 sanReSullS~anclsco 3 Seattle Tuesday Resultant 75 .370 2|1/~ 
championships here, defeat- Pat Merrigan, Vancouver 6- under matches defeating to 191. gave Cincinnati Reds a 4-3 single to give Kansas City (~Irmo 12 Allar~a e N~iwaokee 9 To¢onto | ($e¢. 
isghisLaval, Que.,opponent 4, 4-6, 6-2,'and Kim An- Vancouver's Karen Ket- In the third, Thurman victory over Pittsburgh in a Royais a 4-2 victory over Los ~0~es 5 mlad~a 4 on~ 0ame, m~., rain) 
7-6, 5-7, 6-0 in a first.round, datsun, Powell River, B.C., tenaeker 6-4, 6-4 and Manson, Chris Chambliss game marked by the eJec- DKETROIT Tigers. anclnnaflNew York 43 sanPl~D/e~o 13 , N~nesotaKmsm t/9 ~aeveen~oetrolt 2  
IS-and-under match. 6-2, 6-0; Peter Ryan, Dominique Legendre of and Los Piniella had run. Uons of Pirate pitcher Bert st, ux~s I! ~on s Texas 1 c~Icaoo  n 
It wan one of a eeries of up- Toronto, beat Canadian Beloeil, Qua., 6-1, 6-3. scoring singles and Graig Blyleven and manager 
sets in the division as'un- citizen Charles Maher, Ottawa's Jessica Chutter Nettles delivered a sacrifice Chuck Tanner. 
seededplayemnoweddown Amherst, Mass., 6-0 6-3; and beat Emma Kivisild of fly, aithal lthemnseharged George Hendriek, eoql ~ a l l  - hopes  to  put  
the favorites. Lemieux, who John Wilder of Unionville, Calgary 6-4, 7-5 in a second- toA'sstartor'RickLangford, Unuing his hot hitting, led~ more  
hadbeen second-seeded, was Ont., beat Ken Peele, Truro, round match. 6.8. 17- it St. Louis attack withal 
overwhlemedbyBengstonln N.~, 6-2. 6-4. Ottawa's Liz McDougail JacksonhomeredwlthPi-three-runhomerandapa~ C a n a d i a n s  in to  majors  18-and-under play, 0!" gave 16-and-under top-seed niella on base off reliever of singles as the Cardinals 
the third set. tawa's Martin Wostenholme Tracey Waiters of La Julia, Dave eaverlo, trounced Houston Astros l l -  
In a marathon match struggled to defeat Christian Calif., a scare but Waiters Guidry got out of a bases- 5. 
under a hot sun, Toronto's GingrasofQuebecCity6-3,6- rallied to win 2-6, 6-3, 6-1. loaded situation in the fourth ME'IS TRIUMPH OTTAWA (CV) - -  Naming Despite the short baseball school there." 
Mitchell Clmchtor advanced 4, ColinnMcAlpin of Toronte Waiters .holds Canadian by sriking out J im Essisn, Craig Swan and Skip Lock- the five Canadians playing season and the heavy era- That would make them eli- 
to the quarter-finals by and Deep River defeated citizenship apers, making and let fielder Gary wood conbined n a five-hitter major league baseball is phasis in many communities gible for the major league 
beating Burlington's Simon Marc Irman of Montreal 6-1, her eligible foe the tour- Thomasson ~obbed Mitchell w fie SKTEVE anderson and probably as difficult for most on junior hockey, Lavigee draft. 
Bartram 4.6, 7-5, 9-7. Bar- 6-0; and Harry Blackwood of nament, people as naming the 10 said there are more than There are five national 
tram was flfthseeded. Ottawa, lost 6-2, 4-6, 6-3 to In a girl's 14.and-under Pageofahomerunintesi ih Lee Mazzilli delivered run- byeatchingadriveattketop scoring hits in the eighth provincial premiers. 225,000 y(mngste~ playing team players attending U.S. 
organized baseball in  universities on baseball 
Carlos Corrals of Kit- sixth-seeded Paul upset, StaRRy Hurley of of the left-field fence, inning to break a 1-1 tie and But Paul Lavigne, Canada. scholarships and with more 
ehener-- who upset top- O'Donahue of Calgary. Georgetown, Ont., beat gice NKEW York Meta a 3-1 exeeutivedireetor f the Terry Puhl of Melville, exposure that would in- 
seeded Mike Coffey of Top-seeded Glen four th -seeded Viv ian Dave Lopes (loubled and triumph over San Diego Canadian Federation of Sask., (Houston Astros) erease substantiaily. 
Toronto on Monday--de- Miehibata of Toronto ad- MeAdam of Vancouver. later scored the winning run Padres. 
feared Simon Lavery of vaneed to  the quarters on a saerifiue fly by Reggie BillBuckner drove inthree Amateur Baseball, might be Ferguson Jenkenf of Lavigne said he is 
able to change that with a Chatham, Ont., and Reggie preparinga draft of the plan 
Torontoa-~, (i-2, 6-2 Tuesday. beating London's Rob White Smith in the seventh inning runs wit a single and double new five-year program. Cleveland o[ Swift Current, to be presented later this 
1 s ~ .  S ~  ~ Toronto 6-4, 6-2. as Los Angeles Dodgers beat and Bobby Mureer and Dave !.'Thebypreduet..w.ouldibe- Sa~k. ~,.~(f .~@~3'Ra~er#),~,~r t . 4he~assooiatton's 
• as*eonly ~ledp¼yer:-  .~InH-anci-~mderplay, Alain Va lent ine  Kir~man slug.ged homers in more Ca,.,adjar&.in;~the big, :~)~:~ ~. l l~yp~i ,~ut j~, : i t~  ~x~v~s~;~c~e- 
~ight~e~ai~. lhg .*~ the Oarceau. ~o~ Boueher~ille, :Tuesday'nlght: . . . . . . . . . . .  . t e sixt inning t0:p0wer leagues, Lavi~ne'said n ~'  (Toronto Bkie J'dys) ann rang, Montre I pus - 
~itom ~ ~f tlie"~avT"]~ Qua/ seeded" fourth, alld Los Angeles took a 3-0 lead Chicago Cubs to a 12-8 vie- 
the end of the day. Straub Michael Young of Van- he i againetPmiladelphiastartor tory over Atlanta Braves. recent interview. John Hiller of Toronto president of player per- 
breezed past Regina's Brant couver, seeded sixth, were ro  n Dick Ruthven, searing two In the AKNERICAN He' said he wants to (Detroit Tigers) are the only sonnei., 
Hogan 6-3, 6-1. eliminated. Garceau lost 5-7, times in the second as Rick League, Riehie Zisk's assemble a team made up of Canadians on rosters of the Fanning is also chairman Expo win Mo.d. and JoeFerguson seventh-inning home rur the country's best juniors 26 major league lubs which of the major league's 
smashed RBI singles and gave Texas Rangers a 1-0 and keep them together ach employ 650 athletes, amateur baseball committee 
Sport briefs MONTREAL (CPi --El l is once innthe third on Reg~ie ~ victory over Chicago, de- summer. The team would COMPETE IN U.S. and has told Lavigne he is Smith's 26th homer, spite the two-hit pitching of form the nucleus of a Lavegne said the all-star prepared to takc the Valentine hit a two-out solo The Phillieswent ahead 4-3 the White SoY Steve Stone. national team to compete in team would play agakmt association's plan to the 
homeruninthebottomofthe with four unearned runs in Don Money's RBI single the world championships other provincial teams and committee for discussion. 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Bobby FARATOGA SPRINGS, ninth inning to give Montreal the fifth. The lead lasted capped a six-run fourth and the li~tercontinental clubs from the U.S., in- Lavigne said the com- 
Orr plans to return to action N.Y. (AP) --  Jockey Laffit Expos a 4.3 victory over San until the Dodger sixth, when inning and Jerry Augustine Cup, which are held every eluding top college teams, mittee is in a position to 
withChlcagoBlackHawkein Pineay will ride Triple Francisco Giants in a Monday unloaded his first pitched a fivehitter, leading other year. "It's a great opportunity recommend funds for the 
the kids to develop skills, program. It now supports atime for the opening of the Crown champion Affirmed in National League baseball fOberscouted and possibly go a 
1978 hockey season. Saturday's Travers Stakes game Tuesday night, college summer baseball 
On', sidelined 18 months at Saratoga, replacing in- Hal Dues, 54, earned the 
since undergoing an jured Steve Cauthen, trainer victory with one inning of - FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
operation on his left knee, Laz Bah'era said Tuesday. relief pitching. Charlie Jun io r  l~dies ehampionship..~ AUTOVEST 
said Tuesday he will be at Adecistonwas tobemade Williams, 1-3, gave up the ' ' Before you buy, lnvestlgatefheadvanta0esofthlsrmt" 
the Black llawks training on Friday by Sarat~a track Valentine home run, pltching G o l f  check to.ownplen. All momlm pald apPly fo purchase. " ,  
camp next month, physician John EsFosito as the ninth, tie up your cash or borrowing power. I~t and last 
• months rent and drive ' Tm very confident I will to whether Cauthen would be Dave C.h o.* era  course  ... 
be back, almost certain," ready to ride Saturday. leadofftheExpos'ninth, and "FREDERICTON (CP) -- and one of the top.ranked However, other v~l  ~ EXAMPLES 
On" said. "The chances of Cauthen injured a shoulder Andre Dawson grounded out Competitors in the Canadian golfers competing, shot 76 complained that th .~_ .~ Dazed on 35 month  lense 
playing again are excellent, and knee last week when he before Valentine came to the junior women's golf for the warm-up round on the the greens slower , I I 
but I want to be sure. The rolled off his fallen mount plate. The right fielder hit a ehampionehipgot the feel of par-72 course, courses closer to home. 1178 F 250 pickup 78 Econe|lne Van 1"78 C 100 CMv PUll 
I-I pitch from ,Williams over 1 $148.00 per month $136.00 pe¢ moflflt | $1~9.00 per monfli II 
knee has to be tested further Cute as a Button. so I will not commit myself "It's too long to wait and the left field wall for his ~0th the city's golf course on Guilbrult, 18, said she was LIKES LENGTH 
completely, we don't think he'll be homer of the season. Tuesday as they prepared pleased with her round and Carol Hogan, 17, of Ocean- | lease end price lease end price| k~ end price 1 
"But in my opinion the ready," Barters said.n"We Montreal had tied the for the tournament's start the course. She said she side, Calif., the only nm/- I Uom.0o ' $},975.00 | $I,$75.00 , 1 
knee is stronger than it was can't make evurybody wait. score 3-3 with a two-run today, found the greens faster than Canadian competitor, said lo t  s.lmply retu rn or simply returnJor s!mply.retum. | 
eighth as Warren Cromartie More than 80 14-to 18-year- those at the nearby Mac- she found the greens too I "78 Camaro HT 78 Zephyr  Sedan [ 71 emma Van I 
whennl went to  training It's too important a ram." singled home one run and oldswillbeeompeflngintke taquae Golf Club where she slow, but she liked the length 1 $139.00 per month $124.00 per menlh l $129.00 per month 
camp for Team Canada in Gary Carter hit a solo home tournament that will finished l2th last week in the of the course. 1 lease end price I~e  end price| lease end price ! the Canada Cup competition , ,, run. determine the Canadiar Canadian women's amateur "It's kind of short, but I 1 $2,o2s.o0 Sl,US.o0 | $h$TS.O0 
in1976.'.' The Giants got to Montreal junior women's champion ehamplonship, n don't hit so far," said Hogan. 1.or dm_p~ re~urn or simply rMurn.|or simply return 
Orr, 30, was votnd the most starter Dan Sehatzeder in and top provincial team. n "I feel I stroke th~ "I liked it." ' 1 78 Fiesta 3 dr. 1 70 FlS0 4 x 4 I 70 OMs Cutlass • 
valuable player in the MONTREAL (CP) --  Ice the first, as the young left- Miehele Guiibrult, a better on the greens Associate pro Lorne I $~.0o per month I $15S.00per month I $13~.00 per month |
tournament. He then weut to . ' as good as hehad ever seen it I lease end price I lease end price | lease end price ihe Black Hawks, but played conditions this summer bander, pitching cautiously, member of the Quebec team she said. Jennex said t e cour  was 
| $1400.00 I $2,27S.00 I $2,02S.00 I I  
Just 20 games before he delayed the start ef the third walked Bill Madlock on four in the last three years. 
reinJured his knee. The leg of an Arctic voyage by straight pitches. Evans was "Tuefalrways arerunning [or simply returnJm" simply return Ior simply return|  
operation on his left knee thesaflboatJ. E. Bernterll, upnext and ~mashed an 0-1 ImtthegreensarestlllsOflo" 
but Capt. Real Bouvier says pitch over the wall in right 
was his sixth, field for his l lth homer of the 
- - . - -e  I o °-° 1 
S~neethe lnJuryOrr, who progress has been smoo.th - - - - - - - ,  s headon trick is to la,d the bali on the CALL LARRY HAYES- RICHARDS 
,il~edaflve-yearl3-mli]ion since the ship left TtS- season. "~. J J~LT  ~) green. COLLECT,87-T,11 
toyaktuk, in the Mackenzie The Expos narrowed the "The girl with a little 
contract with Chicago, has Delta, July 21. gap to one run in the seventh, . nerve to aim for the flag will BE LMONT LEASING LTD. 
assisted general manager- In his latest radio trans- when Schatzeder reached on C--ODDD-n hi b i D  K - - ' IS - -C - -  do well, but the ~iris may I,50~M~RINEORIVE 
coach Bob Pulford. mission, Bouvter reported a fielder's choice, moved to have a little trouble of they NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
On" returned to skates in the as.foot-long Bernier-- second on a groundout and shoot short of the green.. ' ' ' 
January to assist Pulford in which last summer became scored on a single by " .~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~.~.~.~.~.~;~;~:~:~:.:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:.~.~;~;~:~:.~:~:~:~:. 
Chicago practices ~d since the smallest ship in history Dawson.n PRINCE ALBERT (CP) -- redly has no control over the ..................................................................................... 
has put more an~ more to cross the Northwest 
pressure on the k,e~. Fa,sage- .was located at the the eighth, when Schatzeder head coach Jim Eddy of team has lost all four of its 
top of Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, walked Madlock and Evans Saskatchewan Roughriders regular-season games to 
and now is sailing toward reaehed onaflelder'schoiee will lose his job if the date. I J s ted  in  
TORONTO (CP) -- A torn Point Barrow, the state's with Madlock sale at second Canadian Football League Not our 
shoulder muscle forced one northernmmt point, on throwing error by team is beaten by British 
Bnd weather has pisgued Sehatzeder. When Schat-Columbia Lions in Van- Keys coached the club B 0 Tel , , ,  , ~n"reo 'o r -  
~10swimmersenterndinas~.kilometre race acros  the sailboat since it set out L zeder's attempted putout at eouver Wednesday night, n from 1965 through the 1970 
Lake Ontario, Ahmed Amin from Quebec City in June, second flew over the head of The station said there season, taking Saskat- a u u ehewan to its only Grey Cup ~]  AURORA ANIMAL HOSP iTAL .  655-2040 
Yousoff of Egypt, to with- 1976. The Berrder was forced by Cash, Madlock and Evaof would be an immediate advanced to second and change and that the top in 1966. He left in 1971 to 
draw from the eompetiti0n ice conditions to spend its third, prospect is Eagle Keys, a coach the Lions and sub- GENERAL FURNITURE - 635-4961 
Tuesday. Youseff, 2~,. ranked first winter in Greenland. Stan Bahnsen then former Roughrider coach sequently lost that job. 
seventh in World Bouvier had planned to replaced Sehatzeder and who now lives in Vancouver. In an interview with The ~ WATER LILY BAY RESORT. 798-2267 
professional marathon complete he voyage the flrst after getting Jack Clark to Leader.Post aid'l'uesday  SKOGLUND HOTSPRINGS 798-222i 
swimming, injured ' his year. 'We have not of~'ed the 
shoulder last month in a 24- Last winter, ice slowed the ground out, gave up a run- sc ri g single to Mike Ivie. report was eircniated in job to anyone, norJlaye we eLI'S PLACE. 798-2231 
Calgary this weeknthat discussed it with a~Y°M" As Listed voyage again, but the crew Montreal tied the game in Eddy's job has been offered far as I am concerned, Jim is hour team race at La Tuque, of four Quebecers completed their hag of the inning. Tony BARN EY - SIlO E'S & R E PAIR. 635.3o~2 
Que., and said it is still too the passage and stored their Perez led offwith a double to quarterback Run Lan- theeoaeh and that's al~ there 
~aster regardless of the is to it." PETS BEAUTIFUL. 6~5.9251 weak to allow him to Rum- vessel in Tuktoyaktuk. and scored on a single by game's outcome. 
Here/ e nine other entrants, The ship is to continue to Cromartie. After Larry F ree  - for ONE month cour tesy  of THE including three Canadian Vancouver and, with a Parrish hit into a double DENIES REPORT ,,:ddy was an assistant women, prepared Tuesday reduced ~erew, attempt o play, Carter smack his 14th Howver, the qewspaper coach with Saskatcmewan DAILY HERALD 
for the marathon which was become the first sailboat to homer of the season over the quotes Bruce Cowte, club before taking over the 
president, asdenyinganyone teamnforthe1977season, the I fyouwish¥ourGus inessPhone 63 7 to begin at 2 a.m.nEDT circumnavigate the North left field wall. The Carter has been offered the job, n first since 1961 in which they 
today at Niagara-onthe. American continent by home run was off San The radio broadcast failed to make the Western l isted for your  customers  p lease cal l  m 
returning to eastern Canada Francisco reliever Randy Tuesday said Eddy raper. Conterenee playoffs. Lake. It finishes at the To- through the Panama Canal. Moffitt. ::::::::::::::::::.:.:.:.:.:::::::::::::::~:.:::::.::::::.::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:~:.:.:::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::::.::::::::::: 
torte lakeshore. 
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i SPORTS 
U'S. swimmer abandons Cuba 
to Florida crossing, attempt 
ABOARD BEST 
REVENGE (.~) --  U.S. 
marathon swimmer Diana 
Nyad, crying and pleading to 
'stay in the water despite 
winds that blew her 64 
kllometres off course and 
kept her from making 
headway, abandoned her 
Cube-to.Florida ~wim today 
before getting halfway to "A 50-hour swim won't 
Key West. make it," navigator Rich du 
"I can't quit now," Ms. Moulln replied. 
Nyad told her advisers Ms. Nyad was still 
before they called off her stroking strong before she 
attempt at a record 164.8- was pulled aboard her escort 
kilometre opon-water swim. beat at 7:54 a.m. EDT about 
"1 can't quit. You don't 136 kllometres outhwest of 
understand. Is there another Key West. She had been in 
place to go?" the water for approximately 
Blue Jays trade 
Carry yoto  A's 
TORONTO (CP) - -  
Toronto Blue Jays an- 
nounced Tuesday the trade 
• of veteran designated hitter 
Rico Carry to Oakland A's 
for slugger Willie Horton and 
pitcher Phil Hoffman. 
Blue Jays, of the American 
League East Division, said 
Horton, 35, will join the zeam 
in Milwaukee, where they 
begin a four-game series 
against the Brewers tonight. 
Huffman will report to 
Toronto's Triple A affiliate 
at Syracuse in the Inter- 
national League. n
Carry, 39, was hitting .224 
44 hours. 
She had persisted espite 
getting seasick and weary 
and even though her mouth 
blistered and her tongue 
swelled after she was stung 
by poisonous jellyfish. 
NO PROGRESS 
But she couldn't fight the 
for Toronto with 20 home currents and wind. Du 
runs and 68 RBIs. Monlin reported she was 
Horton, a veteran of 15 making no progress toward 
the U.S. coast. 
major league seasons, was On Monday night, her 
hitting .314 in 32 games with operations manager, Ken 
Oakland this season with 
eight home runs and 41 RBIS. Gunderson, had said she had 
He began the year With made it more than half-way 
and was "coming on strong 
Cleveland lndlaas, to Key West" and would not 
Hoffman, a 6.foot.2, 18o abandon her swim across the 
pound right-hander, was ore Florida Straits despite the 
of the young prospeeta problems she had en- 
SannFrancisco Giants gave countered. 
Gundersen said Monday 
up when they made a trade night that the party had 
with Oakland last Winter for altered its planned course as 
Vida Blue. 
it tried to cope with waves, 
winds and the Gulf Stream 
current. 
A second swimmer trying 
to set a record for open- 
water swimming, English- 
born U.S. resident Stalla 
Taylor, 46, was reported 
within sight of shore lights 
early today in her attempt to 
swim to Florida from the 
Bahamas through 160 kilo- 
metres of shark.inhahited 
waters. 
Ms. Taylorwas reported to 
have stopped taking solid 
foods, switching to soft 
drinks only as she battled 
seasickness, but a crew 
member said she was "going 
just as strongly as when she 
left." The swimmer had to 
climb out of the water three 
times Monday because of a 
persistent shark that 
eventually was shot. 
POISONOUS TENTACLES 
As Ms. 'Nyad churned 
steadily through the sea, the 
swelling became so severe 
that her tongue protruded 
from her mouth, Gundersen 
said. He said she had been 
brushed by the poisonous 
tentacles of a jellyfish. 
Canada's swimmers underdogs in 
World l  npionships in Berlin 
WEST BERLIN (CP) --  
Canada's wimmers, a big 
success tory at last week's 
Commonwealth Games in 
Edmonton, are decided 
underdogs heading into the 
world aquatic cham- 
pi~sklps .which~start,.~Fri .... 
deTY~" c0inpetltion, which 
also includes synchronized 
swimming, water polo and 
diving, runs through Aug. 28. 
Despite winning 15 gold 
medals in swimming at the 
Edmonton games, the 
Canadians will be hard 
pressed to crack the 
domination of the East Ger- 
mans and Americans, who 
shared the swimming 
spotlight at the Montreal 
Olympics and are favored to 
do the same here. 
The Soviet Union, 
preparing to host the 1980 
Olympics, has been building 
its program for several 
years and is expected to 
move up on the leaders. 
Canada has only one gold 
medal to show from previous 
world championships, that 
from Bruce Robertson in the 
100-metre butterfly at 
Belgrade in 1973. Canadians 
won only two medals at 
Belgrade and three at Call, 
Colombia, in 1975. 
Even worse, none of the 
current world records is held 
by a Canadian and many of 
the country's best swimmers 
won't make the finals here if 
they don't improve on their 
Commonwealth Games 
clockinga. 
COACHES OPTIMISTIC 
Still, head coaches Don 
Talbot and Dave Johnson are 
optimistic their charges will 
win more medals and qualify 
for more finals than they did and Japanese competitors. 
at Belgrade or Call, or even Dan Thompson, 22, the 
at the Montreal Olympics, hespeetacled University of 
where the swimmers won Torontostudent, could take a 
two silver ahd six bronze medal in the 100-metre 
medals, butterfly if he matches or 
Talbot, Johnson and some improves, on his Com- 
of'~:the~'~ swimmerse,/~a.~';~ mo~iwealth record'Of'*55.04 
pr£!~ :~e o0, ~ t ~ :  ~ ,~ i ! ,  ~. set at Zdmbhton. . . . . . .  
open.mr Olympm ~tamum Joe Bottom of the U.S., the 
pool where the swimming world-record holder at 54.24, 
will take place, had a 54.90 at the U.S. trials 
Talbot, coach of the men's and is heavy favorite for the 
team, is going out on a limb, 
predicting at least one gold 
and several silver medals for 
Canada. If he's right, most 
will come from the men. 
Graham Smith, 20, who 
thrilled hame-town crowds 
with his six gold medals at 
the Edmonton games, has a 
good chance in the 200-metre 
individual medley where he 
will be up against world 
record holder Steve Lun- 
dquist, 17, of the United 
States and Alexandr 
Siderenko of the Soviet 
Union. 
Smith's wlunlng time at 
Edmonton of two minutes, 
5.25 seconds was one hun- 
dredth of a second off 
Sidereako's best and within 
striking distance of Ltm- 
dquist's 2:04.39 record, set at 
the U.S. trials Aug. 3. 
SPECIALTY EVENTS 
The Edmonton native, 
who'll be returning to the 
University of  California at 
bbekeley this fall, could also 
win medals in his specialty 
events, the 100-and 200-metre 
breaststrokes. 
In the I00, he faces West 
Germnny's Gerald Moerken, 
current world-record holder 
at 1:02.86. Moorken failed to 
qualify for the 200, leaving 
Smith to fight off Soviet, U.S. 
gold. His keenest com- 
petition, aside from 
Thompson, is expected from 
Roger Pyteli, the East 
German veteran• 
LONG-SHOT HOPE 
TheOther long-shot medal 
hope among the Canadian 
men is George Nagy of 
Toronto in the 200-metre 
butterfly, although personal 
best times by Bill Sawchak 
of Thunder Bay, Ont., and 
Peter Szmidt of Pointe 
Claire, Que., could produce 
medals as well. 
Thewomen, hurt by the re- 
tirement of Shannon Smith 
and an injury to Halifax's 
Nancy Garapich, have fewer 
hopes. 
The girls were the hack- 
bone of the team at the 
Montreal Olympics and have 
a more balanced squad than 
the men. But as far as times 
go, they haven't improved 
much since the Olympics; 
only four of 12 national 
records in individual events 
have been bettered since 
1976. 
Cheryl Gibson and Becky 
Smith, both of Edmonton, 
got silver and bronze medals 
respectively in the 460-metre 
individual medley at Mon- 
treal, but haven't come clme 
to that 1976 ~erformance. 
Smith won the silver at 
Edmonton in 4:57.93. But 
that was 15 seconds off the 
world mark of 4:42.77 by 
East Germany's Ulrike 
Tauber. 
COULD SURPRISE 
Robin Corsiglia, 16, of ~' 
Beaconsfield, Que., surprise 
winner of the women's 100. 
metre breaststroke at the 
Commonwealth Games, 
appears to be returning to 
her 1976 form and could get a 
bronze if she approaches her 
Commonwealth record of 
1:12.35, set last year. 
Carol Klimpel of Toronto 
in the 100-metre freestyle, 
Gibson in the 200.metre 
backstroke and Wendy Quirk 
of Pointe Claire, Que., in 
both butterfly events, could 
also threaten if they improve 
significantly on their win- 
ning times at Edmonton. 
There are medal hopes in 
the relays, but the absence of 
world-class backstrokers e- 
daces the chances for beth 
400-metre medley squads. 
Neither Helene Boivin of 
Arvida, Que., for the women, 
nor Jay Tapp of Winnipeg for 
the men has turned in the 
times that Canada needs to 
challenge in those events. 
Almost 900 swimmers 
from 49 countries will he 
competing inthe four sports. 
Canadians have solid 
medal prospects in syn-' 
chronized swimming where 
Canada nd the U.S. usually 
share international honors. 
Hopes in diving probably 
rest with Janet Nutter of 
Toronto, tower champion of 
the Commonwealth Games, 
at 25 the most experienced 
member of the team. 
Gains first place 
Ottawa mauls Hamilton 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Ottawa 
Rough Riders moved into 
sole possession offcrst place 
in the eastern conference 
Tuesday night as they 
mauled a listless Hamilton 
Tiger-Cat squad 3~.6 in a 
Canadian Football League 
game played in muggy 
weather at Lansdowne Park. 
Ottawa quarterbacks Con- 
dredge Holloway and Tom 
Clementa pickednspart the 
TlgerCat defence and 
slothack Art Green scored 
two touchdowns to pace the 
Riders as they lifted their 
record to four wins and one 
loss before a delighted 
hometown crowd of ~,368. 
The game marked the 1978 
debut of Hamilton's new 
coach, John Payne, who 
replaced the fired Tom 
Dimitroff five days ago. 
Payne, an offensive spe- 
cialist, could not have been 
impressed as the Tiger-Cats 
managed only six points on 
two field goals from kicker 
Nick Jambrosic. 
The Tiger-Cals, now mired 
in the basement with a 1-4-1. 
record, face Ottawa again at 
home in one weak.n 
The Riders dominated the 
contest from the outset as 
Holloway in the first half and' 
Clements in the second half 
mounted an impressive 
offensive display. 
Fournier picked uv the loosP. 
hall and scooted 37 yards for 
the second Ottawa touch- 
down. J. T. Hay made good 
on a second ~nvert to give 
the Riders a 14-0 lead. 
Hamilton made its first 
deep enetration i to Ottawa 
territory late in the quarter 
as Jones connected on a 45- 
yard pass to wide receiver 
Ottawa opened the scoring Kerry Smith. But the drive 
late in the first quarter on a stalled and the Tiger-Cats 
12-yard touchdown pass were forced to settle for 
from Holloway to tight end three points. 
Tony Gabriel. The score 
capped a 100-yard march 
when Riders' defensive back 
Mike Nelms intercepted 
Tiger-Cat quarterback 
Jimmy Jones' pass on his 
own 10-yard line. 
Early in the second 
quarter, Tiger-Cats were 
forced to punt after a drive' 
stalled near mcdflald. Neims 
was intrumentel again as he 
broke through to block 
Jambrssic's punt. 
Reserve tight end Dan 
Following the kickoff, 
Holloway passed the Riders 
to Hamilton's 13-yard line 
before two passes fell in- 
complete. A Hay field goal 
• gave Ottawa a comfortable 
17-3 haiftime lead. 
ALLEN PUNTS 
In the second half, 
Hamilton's Vince Allen 
made a good punt return to 
give the Ti-Cats the ball at 
Ottawa's 38-yard line. 
Several plays later Jones 
overthrew a wide onen 
Rocky DiPietro in the end 
zone and Jambroslc closed 
out Hamilton's coring with 
another field goal. 
Clements then marched 
the Riders down the field 
andnhit Green for a nine- 
yard touchdown. 
In soccer action Sunday, Terrace was suppl, ed to 
play Eurocan but since one of the teams didn't have 
i 
enough players the two squads played a fun game 
instead. 
i 
Stamps need Second hall 
effort to beat Bombers 
win and a tie in four games, 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS the CFL in a . three- 
Head Coach Jack G~tta linebeeker formation three 
says Calgary Stampeders years ago and feels it can 
will have to put out a better work. 
seoond.hvif effort if they WORKED SHORT- 
want to sL~rt clicking in the HANDED 
Canadian Football League. n "I went through my entire 
The Staml~'eders, whoface rookie season at Ottawa 
the Blue Bombers in Win- where we had only three 
nipeg tonight, have just one linebaekers and it worked 
out pretty good. We had to 
thanks in part to a tendency shift into a 5-2 a few times 
to fade in the stretch, when one of us went out, but 
"We've got only one way to otherwise we had no prob- 
go and I think we're a much lems." 
better ~am than we've been John Hofnsgel and backup 
in the past," said Gotta. Craig Juntenen, who are 
"But it will be tough to hold calling signals for Calgary 
those 'Bombers.'"- ~... . .  ' *  while Matthew Reed is:on the 
Meanwhile, Toronto Argo- injured list, will be scanning 
nauls head coach Leo Cahill the field for tight end Bob 
has been getting his charges Viccars and wide receivers 
ready for a home stand Tom Forzuni and Kelvin 
tonight against Edmonton Kirk. 
Eskimos under the field Bomber head coach Ray 
direction of Tom Wilkinson. Jauch may give new.:omer 
"They're a great football Ken Smith a shot at hacking 
team." said CahilI,' "They up quarterback Ralph 
have an outstanding defence Brock. Smith, cut from 
and they also have a good Denver Broncos of the 
offence with Wilkie at National Football League 
quarterback and all those during training camp., was 
good receivers. And don't brought in when an mjury to 
forget heir line. They're the the right shoulder of veteran 
biggest line in this league Harry Knight failed to 
and they've improved with respond quickly to treat. 
Bill Stevenson at guard." ment. 
'LOST INTENSITY' "There's a lot of things to 
The Stampeders were consider," said Jauch. "I 
trailing Montreal Alouettes don't want to take any an- 
15-14 at halftime last necessary chances with 
Tuesday in Calgary, but the Harry's arm, But he also 
Alonettes put 13 unanswered serves as a holder for Bernie 
points on the board in the Ruoff's kicks. They've 
second half, worked together for a couple 
"We lest our inteusityand of years and that's Ira- 
they left us in ashes, porlsnt, too." 
totally," said Gotta. 'Tve 
been telling our guys the 
Bombers are a much more 
potent eam than the team 
which beat us last week. I'm 
not taking anything away 
from the defending Grey Cup 
champions, but from what I
have seen of the Bombers on 
film, they are a better 
team." 
The Stampeders have been 
going with three linehackers 
for the last three weeks ince 
Ollie llakken was sidelined 
with a knee injury and Jim 
Baker dislocated his right 
elbow. 
Baker is "more liable to 
play than llakken," said 
Gotta. "We've hadnsome 
good play out of Canadians 
John Palazeti and Blaine 
Lamoureux and import 
Champ Dickerson, but you 
miss the leadership when 
your big guns go down." 
Palazeti, who has shifted 
from outside to Bakken's 
spot in the middle, broke into 
Annual Smithers 
canoe race to be held 
The A~t~ual Smithers Canoe race will go August 26 
and 27 according to Dave Gellately. 
Gellii~ly says there are two races involved and the 
first is the short race which runs on Aug 26. This race 
is about nine miles in length and runs on the Bulkley 
River from Talkwa to Smithers. 
According to Gellately this race will include both 
rafts and canoes with different classes for the canoes 
to compete in. 
On Aug. 27th the long race covering approximately 
25 miles from Smithers to Trout Creek will be run. 
Gellately says for more information about he races 
to call Garry Vandermullen i Smithers at 846-5413 or 
Dave Pearee at 847-2429 in Smithers. 
Wide receiver Brian injury, Rick Razzano gets a 
Gervals, whoplayed with the starting assignment at 
Stampeders in 1977 before middle llnedaeker. 
being traded to the Argo defensive back 
Argonauts in exchange for Darrell Penner heaa pulled 
Kcrk, has been working out hamstring but is expected to 
with the Bombers, hoping to play, while defensive tackle 
catch on as'backup to Joe Doug Maelver is nursing a 
Popiawski. Mike Holmes, bad buck. 
Another Toronto defensive who was replaced at wide 
receiver by import Bill back, David Thomas, is 
Carroll fornthe Bombers' 29- coming off the injury list in 
7 win in Hamilton last week, time to fill in for Dave RiU, 
is recovering from injuries who has been sidelined for 
to both legs and remains a knee surgery. Running back 
doubtful starter. Terry Metcalf has recovered 
INJURIES HIT TORONTO from a sprained toe and 
The Argooauto:~have imd~, aP ~1~. rs to:be i~ top ~pe I 
some medical problens, and ~~-_ . ,~; .  ~,~A.~,,~, 
slotback Mike Harrismay ~,u~,L "~,-~r," .~-=~w.' 
still be hobbling at game tine ,s~rti~g~ q unr~rba.~laAga~i~t 
with a sprained ankle. With "_'~_,~,~."",~.~.': ;_::.~ , ,~ :  
Richard Lewis out for .,o-~,~t ..R,. ,vu, ,~o 
several weeks with a knee experience and speed," 
Fishing report 
High tide at 12:55 p.m. of 13.5 ft. Low tide at 6:30 
p.m. of 5.5 feet. 
Douglas Channel fishing Monday is a little hard to 
report on because not many boats ,,vent out. The 
reports I did get were from close in with Sue Channel. 
The best with IS salmon reported. There are also a 
number of King Crab coming in of reasonable size. 
l 've some interesting information for anyone going 
crab fishing. It should be clearly understood that. as 
far as the fishing law is concerned the only legal crab 
is 6.5" across. Crab brought home in it's own shell, by 
this I mean not cleaned. I know that most of us like to 
clean our crab before cooking but remember by law 
this must he done off the water at home, 
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appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or relect any edvertlsement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, anna repay 
the customer the sum pald 
for.the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
wlthln 10days of explry of an 
advertisement w l l l  be 
destroyed unless• malllng 
Instructlens are racelved. 
Those answerlng Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Or lg lns l s  of 
documents to avold loss. 
All clalms of errors In 
advertlsements must be 
recelvod by the publlshor 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
• It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
f '-':~h an advertisement 
or In ,,,,. event of an error 
appearing in the ad. 
vertlsement as published 
shall be IImfted to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
uerflear for only one .in. 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount ppld fo r  
such advertising. 
. Advertisements must 
comply with the'Br i t ish 
Columbia Hum'an Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
Skeona District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In. 
1greeted please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
LOCAL ONLY- ' 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertion, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or' more consecutive In- 
sertions S1.50 ~er Insertion. 
Is your son interested In 
REFUNDS:  . ,Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace 
First  Insertlen charged for Scout Troop Is taking pre 
whether run or not. regletratlon for September. 
Absolutely no refunds after ' Max number will be 24. I f  
ed hasbeen set. Interested call Mrs. Wardrop' 
cORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
S1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
, NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertlm~. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING': • 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSI FLED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
vertlslng that discriminates publication day. 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
color, nationality, ancestry wrrM nnn~=u ,,tk,,. t~, ,  
Jar place of origin, or because -"*'~'~';u~;c-="~" , ,",;'L, "~'--": 
. . . . . .  44 ndBS , , , , . . , . . , , . . . ,  , , .n  ,,,, hiS age is oetween a ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT 
years, unleu the condition is . " 
lustlfled by a bona fide ,,,., :,,,--,.,, ~,, ,~ . . . .  b Service charge of SS.0O en ell 
' . '~""" '~ ' "  ~'~': "~ : 'v '~  N~S,F.,cheques,~ : ....... :,/ 
InVOlVes. . .~:~'" " , • ' - 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
2. NOTICES 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wadding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
S10.00 charge, with or 
without ptcture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASSIF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
• Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals ' 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357' 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or ren()vetlng. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
J01ckup. . . 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635:3023. 
Reprints of photos which 
appear in The Herald are 
now available through .our 
office. 5x7 prints are $4 each 
and 8x10 prints are 56. 
Photos can be ready within 
48 hours from the time the 
order is made. All reprints 
must be prepaid. For more 
Informatlen drop into our 
office at 3212 Kalum, or write 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 4B4. 
A Heather.Tartan Society is 
being formed with the In- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested pers0ris should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
~s .2~ as ~on as possible. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Councelling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638.8~1~ 
w~g~t W~ch~, m~tl,i 
. hoIdeve~y Tueedayat 7 prin. 
at the Knex United Church 
Hill, 4907 l.azeile Argue .  
• ~ SigHing Publishers Ltd. 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a we(~k 
Monday to Friday, mornings 
PUBLISHER 
Laurie Mallett 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 11.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
yeer .Sl.08. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112-604-635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
I~ie Catholic womens 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday In 
October, at Verltas Hall. 
Skeena Valley Rebekah 
Lodge - Rummage Sale - 
August 26th, 10 am to 2 pm 
Fall Bazaar November 4th 
Both in Elks Hall 
at 635-3553., Fees will be 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone in- 
terested in helping with 
F~outs please cal l .  
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There Is help 
Availablel 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair will 
be sponsoring a bus trip for 
those people wishing to at- 
tend the Smith ers Bulkley 
Valley Fall Fair. 
The bus will leave the front 
of the Terrace Hotel st 7:38 
a.m. on Aug. 26th & return 
from Smithers fairgrounds 
at 6 p.m. Aug. 26th. 
Price - $12.00 return 
!;8.00 return, special rate for 
senior citizens 
Non.refundable tickets. 
For more information and.or 
tickets please phone 635.2494 
or 635.7019. 
Man.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel• 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the following services. 
. Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
• Day 'Care for working 
people 
• Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
I~ j~ . Environment 
Canada 
PURSUANT TO THE 
FISHERIES ACT R.S.C. 
1970, AS AMENDED, AND 
PURSUANT TO THE 
POWERS VESTED IN THE 
UNDERSIGNED BY THE 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  
FISHERY (GENERAL) 
REGULATIONS MADE 
THEREUNDER, NOTICE 
IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
NOTICE 
Effective Tuesday the 15th. 
~lay of August 1978 A.D. and 
.entll Saturday the 30th. day 
of September 1978 A.D. No 
Person shall Fish for Catch 
or Kill Chinook Salmon 
(oncorhynchus Tsawytscha) 
In the following described 
waters: 
(1) That portion of the 
Skeena River designated by 
Fishing Boundary Signs that 
are located approximately 
One (1) Kilometer upstream 
from the confluence of the 
KITSUMKALUM RIVER • 
and SKEENA RIVER and 
Fishing Boundary 51gns that 
are located at the confluence 
of the LAKELSE RIVER and 
SKEENA RIVER. 
NOTE: This action Is taken 
in the interest of con- 
servation of Chinook 
Salmon. 
BY ORDER OF: 
JOHN V. HIPP 
FISHERY OFFICER 
(c2-11) 
635-2265 • • \ 
Skeena Health Unit I e Env i rgnmel t t  
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. Canada 
635-6307 PURSUANT TO THE 
The following are a few of FISHERIES ACT R.S.C. 
the services offered locally 1970, AS AMENDED, AND 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
- Held weekly at the Health 
Unit" every Tuesday from 
I: 30 - 3:50 p.m. Pleclse phone 
for.an:appolntment;, : , • 
• " Held 'a't ThornhlUl 
Recreation Contre" on the 
fourth Frlday of every 
mohth from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m, 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have paren'ts 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 -.4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone' 
• the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it on referral 
from their family d~for. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on  third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon at 1:08 - 2:00 p.'m. WATERACT 
V.D. CLINIC Section 20 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. FILE NO. 0177742 
SANITATION Conditional Water Ucence 
The publl(: health Inspectors 20229, Spring Creek, 
are now situated in Eby authorizes the diversion and 
Street. They will be pleased useof 10acre feet per annum 
to assist withany sanitation of water and 1,000 gallons a 
problems, day of water for Irrigation 
Speech and Hearing Clinic and domestic (.stock 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. watering) purpose for use on 
.Hearing tests will be done by District Lot 982, Range 5, 
by referral from family Coast District. 
'doctor or community health 
nurse. 638-1155. 
P~'~g'~'n'r-~n-a" in need of subject to cancellation for 
support? failure by the licensee for 
Call for hell '~om Right.to. three succossive years to 
Life promoters: make beneficial use of the 
Lisa at 635.3164 water for the purpose and in 
Carol at 635.5136 the manner authorized under 
Janna at 635.4503 the Ilcence. 
LONG TERM CARE Notice is hereby given that 
Office at No.205-4721 Lazelle unless cause to the contrary 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. is shown within 60 days of the 
Assessment and planning for dateof the fourth publication 
those eligible for Long Term of the notice the said Iicence 
Care. will be cancelled. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205-4721 H.D. DeBeck 
Lazelle. .Tel 635.9196. Comptroller of Water Rights 
Assessment and guidance Perllament Buildings 
for vocational and social Victoria, B.C. 
rehabilitation dune by 
consultant. 
Join the 
BLOCK PARENT 
program 
call 
635-3164 
GI~NERAL 
RY ,- 
~IG 
O~< bMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING " 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENTWORK, 
PAINTING 
Phone after 6: 
635.4094 
I _ _  
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum 
GEMINI EXCAVATING , 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
• 635-3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and befferles. 
Location. Seal Cove 
Open till S p.h~. Mon. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
THE HOBBY HUT... 
Ce;amlc supplies and 
Greenware, air  brushing 
available • custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates• 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE.KAST 
For immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
• 'Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
Effective Wednesday the 
16th day of August 1978 A.D. 
and until further notice no 
person shall Fish for Catch 
or Kill Chinook Salmon 
(Oncor hynchus Tshawyt- 
scha) in the waters and 
during the time listed below. 
(1) TRESTON LAKE, 
REDSAND LAKE, KIT. 
SUMKALUM LAKE or the 
KITSUMKALUM . RIVER 
end Ws tributaries upstream 
from the CANADIAN 
NATIONAL RAILWAY 
BRIDGE on the KIT- 
SUMKALUM RIVER at 
Terrace, British Columbia 
from August 16th. 1978 until 
October 31st. 1978. 
NOTE: This action is taken 
In the interest of con- 
servation of Chinook 
Salmon. 
BY ORDER OF; 
JOHN V. HIPP 
FISHERY OFFICER 
(c2.11) 
PURSUANT TO THE Full or part.time. Hereisan 
POWERS VESTED IN THE opportunity to earn extra 
UNDERSIGNED EY THE money', I;6 - $8 per hour. 
BR IT ISH COLUMBIA  Training Is available. For 
FISHERY (GENERAL) Interviews Call Marnie 635- 
REGULATIONS MADE 4501 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
THEREUNDER; NOTICE" (ctf) 
IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: Houseparents 
NOTICE for Group Home 
On September 1, 1978, 
houseparents will be 
required to operate a 
TEENAGE group home in 
Terrace, B.C., for six 
chlldren.Houseparents must 
be emotionally mature, and 
will require the followlng 
qualifications: 
An ability to understand, 
accept and work with 
children who may have some 
degree of a social or 
emotional disturbance: 
An ability to provide ef- 
fective parenting and to  
maintain good standards of 
physical as well as emotional 
care for children: 
An ability to manage well 
in all areas of living, In. 
c lud lng  househo ld  
operations, budgeting and 
planning constuctlve and 
creative activities for the 
children In the home. 
Co.operatlon with the 
Ministry of Human 
Resources and other com. 
munity resources is essential 
in meeting each child's need. 
Group home services are 
contracted for by the 
Ministry of Human 
Resources. Contract is 
negotiable. Please submit a 
complete resume In care of 
Mr. D. Anonby, District 
Supervisor, Ministry of 
Human Resources, 4506 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1P4. Terms of 
references for contractural 
arrangements may be 
clarified at your local office 
of the Ministry of Human 
Resources. Closing date Is 
August 19, 1978. 
This Ilcence has become Wanted chambermald plus 
other duties. Steady part- 
time, leading to full.time. 
Starting $4.08 per hr. Only 
mature, conclencous, 
reliable person with ex. 
parlance & ref. need apply. 
Write Box 1182, Terrace 
Herald 
Part time, could become full 
time counter representative. 
Must be neat and pleasant. 
Call 635-7722. (c3.12) 
Babysitter requlre~ Im- 
mediately for one )-/ nine 
month old baby M~,.~h6me 
preferred. Phone 635.9743 
after 6 p.m. (c3.12) 
H ELP WANTED 
Earn - 2 hours a day - $200 
a month commission plus 
• ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. prizes. For details write 
Fuller Brush, Box 108, 207 
Electrical and Refrlgeratlen West Hastings St., Van. 
contract, couver V6B 1H7, or Mr. T. 
House wiring. Diamond, R.R. 3 Kamloops, 
; 6~•5876 B.C. V2C 5KI.(w) 
(ctf) 
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I GOVERNMENTOF B.C. 
• CLERK TYPIST 2. 
FOR: Ministry of the At. 
torney General- Sheriff's 
Office, Tar r.~ce 
REQUIRES: 2 years 
clerical experience and'a 
typing speed of 50 w.p.m. 
Canadian citizens are 
given preference. 
SALARY: S985.$1077 plus 
isolation allowance of 
$52.80 
Obtain applications from 
and return to: 
~HERIFF'S OFFICE 
COURT HOUSE 
4506 Lakelse 
Terrace, B.C. 
Needed Avon represen- 
tatives in the following 
areas: 
North Kolum, Graham Ave, 
Golf Course. Phone 635.2517 
WE NEED YOU 
Lathe • Engine and Turret 
. Operators SgJ2~our 
Hilling N~:~Ine •operators 
sg.12.hour 
Radial ()rill 010~ators 
S8394~our 
N01e to set up md operate. 
Location: • 5urrw, B.C 
10 mthutm from U.S. borcle' 
i ? minutes f/ore New Wmtmlmter 
i ~e  ~3~1~ ~" rent or purchase. 
At Geermati¢ ~ ix~luce fine 
p l l ty  Induslrlai winches 
nmeChanlcal and hydraulic) 
I a good ,A~'kJn0 mvirorlnmt. 
Take this apmrtunity o~o-k 
with 811 ambitious team and 
!miOYliving.the advantages offix'el 
Call us now .. or o0ntact your 
local Cana~ NW10ov~r Cmter 
for more Inlormatlm 
e,mnlltc C0mpmy 
/400- I~111Slnlll. 
Surrw, B.C. V3~T 4)(4 
VOLUNTEERS. 
The John HowardSociety of 
B.C. Invites applications 
from mature, well. 
established m-f persons 
Interested In representing 
the Society in the Terrace 
castings as a supplement o 
existing cost valuation 
manuals; field work and  
travel as required; other 
related duties as assigned. 
Applicants wil l  possess 
secondary  schoo l  
graduat ion;  successful 
completion of appraisal 
courses 1 and 2 leading to 
accreditation (A.A.C.I. or 
R.I.(B.C.)) Diploma or l 
r equivalont; a minimum of "  
21/2 years appraisal ex- 
perience preferably sup- 
plemented by technical 
'courses relating to building 
trades or University 
education in related fields; 
ability to meet. deal tactfully 
and communicate ar- 
ticulately with the general 
public; clear and valid 
driver's Iicence. A' lesser 
qualified applicant may be 
appolnt~.,d at an entry level 
appraisal posit ion with 
corresponding salary. 
Monthly Salary: $1509.73 • 
. S1786.90 
Competition No. 78- 80 
Closing Date: August 25, 1978 
Application forms may be 
obtained from the various 
assessment offices located 
throughout the province. 
Please direct completed 
application forms to: 
Director - Personnel 
B.C. Assessment Authority 
1537 Hillside Avenue 
VICTORIA, B.C. 
VaT 4Y2 
APPRAISERS 
are required by the B.C. 
Assessment Authority for Its area. 
Northwest Area Assessment Duties would consist of at- 
Office located In Terrace. tending certain community 
Duties Include: under meetings and also of acting 
as a contact for released 
minimal supervision, per- Inmates seeking to re. 
forming moderately com- 
plex residentlah commercial establish themselves in the 
community. 
and light Industrial ap- This4s a VOLUNTEER, all 
praisals; ability to co- 
ordinate and be responsible expense paid position. 
Please reply with details of 
for specific mass appraisal Interests and background to 
projects; preparation of land D. Cutts, 2739 Quince St., 
va luat ion  schedules ;  Prince George, B.C. In. 
researching, developing and tervlews will beheld locally 
maintaining current price in Sept. 
rooking for an elderly 
caretaker to take care of 2 
duplexes. Must have ex- 
perience with pumps and 
septic tanks. Rent Free. 
Phone 635.6502. Ask for 
• Dennis Nadeau. (c5-12) 
Drycleanlng firm requires 
bookeeper. Must" be able to 
do full set of books, Including 
monthly P&L. Write Box 
1181 Terrace Herald (c5.11) 
Northwest Community 
College will be needing 
part-time instructors to 
teach night courses In the 
following areas: 
Basic Welding 
Automotive lectrical tune- 
up 
Blueprint reading for 
carpentry 
Bookeeplng 
Business Management 
Personnel Management 
Commercial Law 
Interested persons are 
Invited to apply to Mr. R.P. 
KIIhorn at 5331 McConnell 
Avenue or phone 635.6511 
for information. 
(o4,10,11017,15,24,25) 
m 
- -  r 
Harley Davidson, Rigid 
frame, V twin, 45 cu. in. 
Asking $1400. Phone 638.1493. 
(p6-11) 
For Sale, European antique 
oak dining room suite, table, 
5 chairs, china cabinet and 
buffet. Phone 635-7448. (pS. 
t4) 
,Second hand trig and stove In 
very good condition, $175 
each. If Interested please 
call 635.67~. The Is 1925 
Bobseln Rd., Terrace. (p4; 
13) 
Canopy for Sale, 635-9589. 
(p5-14) 
For Sale, five sliver dollars, 
years 35, 45, 46, 47, 49. In 
extra fine condition. 635-6736. 
(c2-11) 
Trailer hitch for Bronco. 
Also new control unit for 
trailer brakes. Phone 635. 
$416. (c5-14) 
Excellent hay for sale from 
storage. Price reasonable. 
Phone 845.7707 Houston. 
(c10.19) 
For Sale: Paler (r011 ends) 
and waste.paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the let at 
the Herald office. 
Wanted - 175" motor for 
Kawasaki motor bike. Phone 
635.3268 after 6pm or Cord at 
635.4941 during the day. (sff) 
4AT Trackers on lSxlO CON 
rims, GM.Chev, Phone 635. 
5092 (cff) 
For Sale 36"x24' culvert for a 
well. P.O. Box 714. (c10-13) 
Wanted, used small frldge 
suitable for coffnge. 635-6357. 
(sft) 
For sale, Worldbook, 
Chlldcraft, tape recorder 
and bathroom light fixture 
(new). Phone 635.3885. (p3- 
11) 
Plywood Shed 8xl2 n, 26" 
colour TV in good working 
order, bird cage & stand, 
gold sofa & chair In good 
Cendifton.~ 635-24~). •(p~,:13),~,. 
Full "set golf clubs, Ki, t" 
One set of Ludwig drums for Venturl s gnature set. Bag 8, 
sale. Call 635.4761 after 5. cart Included. Phone 635- 
(c5-11) 2744.. (c3-13) 
I I I 
EXCELLENT BUY 
The price on this home has bean reduced as owners are 
enxlous to sell. If you would like to own a large, well 
kept four bedroom home (3 up and 1 down), with an- 
suite plumbing, two dining rooms, large family room 
with built In bar, extra large sundeck with cement 
patio beneath, dishwasher, custom made drapes, two 
fireplaces, wall to wall carpet throughout, roughed In 
bath and laundry area with washer and dryer, large lot 
nicely landscaped, greenhouse, ;snd close to beth high 
schools, please phone 635.3316 between the hours of 
5:30 and 7:00 p.m. for an appOintment to view. 
EQUIPMENT SUPERVISOR 
Our Woodlands division located In the Queen. 
Charlotte Islands requires an Equipment 
Supervisor. 
Reporting to the Divisional Manager, the In• 
dlvidual will be reSponsible for the organization, 
direction and control of equipment maintenance, 
camp maintenance and services and fire 
prevention. Extensive xperience In all facets of 
the above is required. 
Qualified appllcantr,• should forward detailed 
resumes to: 
J.C. Morden 
Placement Manager 
MacMillan Bloedel 
1075 West C,~ergla Street 
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3R9 
LEGALarran~eSTENOGRAPHER I Required by young, progressive legal firm. Legal 
experience helpful but not essential. Dlcatphone ex- 
perience and good basic knowledge of general office 
procedures. Salary commensurate with experience. 
Phone 638.1137 to appointment for Interview. 
I I l I I I 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
2§" x 36" 
Aql lg  
12 sheets only- O,.IO 
Suitable for roohng 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terraoe 
I I 
"'; 
L'/• 
:4' • 
I - 
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For Sale, 2 housetraller 
axles, springs, tires a~d 
electric brakes. A1 con. 
dlflon, $350 firm. Phone 638. 
1916. (p3-13) 
Trade your hous~ or mobile 
home for a house In sunny 
Penticton, I yr old house, 
stucco, 1188 sq ft, carpeted, 
on 2 floors, 2 fireplaces, 2 
utility hookups, and 1 
• bedroom in law suite. 3 
blocks to lake, Phone 635. 
4380 ask for Dal. (p5.15) 
Wanted to Rent. Responslble 
couple urgently requlres 2 
bedroom accomodatlon. 
References avallable. Phone 
Angola at 635.6585. 8:30 - 
4:30, 635.6447 after 6 p.m. 
(df) 
For Sale 20 ft. wooden river 
boat with 55 hp Chrysler 
motor with let unit also 
spare leg with prop (new), 
three gas tanks, new anchor, 
new life lackets, new marine 
battery and complete new 
rack and pinion steering. 
$2,000.00 firm. Phone 635- 
5937. nights, 6381613 Days. 
(ctf) 
Due to limited dormitory 
space or student preference, 
Northwest Community 
College students (Individuals 
and famflles) require 
suitable off campus housing. 
To assist both landlords & 
students, the college will 
pest notices of available 
accomodatlon. Landlords In 
the Terrace.Thornhlll area 
who have rooms, room & 
beard, suites, or houses to 
rent may list them by calling 
635.6511. (c9- 
2,4,9, I1,16,10,23,25,30) 
Wanted to rent, 2 bedroom 
house. Close to school & 
town. Wanted no later than 
Oct. I. Phone 635.3682 or 638- 
1587. (ctf) 
Choice Property For Sale 
Just under 1 acre corner 
property with paved street 
In front. 
Four rental units with new 
plumbing & hot water 
tanks. 
Two bedroom house, with 
work shop cement floor. 
Very good well two blg 
gardens & lawn with trees 
& shrubs. 
Room for expansion on 
corner very reasonable for 
cash some terms possible. 
Some lumber & many 
extras mostly all fur- 
nlshed. 
Apply: R.A. Clark - 635. 
3190 after 6 p.m. (p10-37) 
To Sell or Rent wlth option to 
buy, 1974 moblle home, 3 
bedroom 12'x62' In excellent 1.5 acres. All year sprlng fed 
cendltlon. On a large land- creek. Very secluded and 
scaped lot, garden area, nlcely treed. One mile from 
green house, fully fenced, town. Asklng $11,900. Wrlte 
Very close to school. Box 714 Terrace. (p20-17) 
Available Immedlately~ Call 
635-3286 or 635.7657. (p3-13) For Rent, fully servlced & 
fenced lot for mobile home 
For Rent, large .bedroom wlth 12x40garago. $90.00per 
.duplex. Frldge & stove, month. 635-6924. (p5.14) 
flreplace, w.w carpet, 
washer & dryer hook.up. 
Phone 635.5634. (p3-13) 
ilamr 
Fucnlsbed or unfurnished 
fludlo Or I bedroom 
slmrtments. Secu~it 
m ~ .  Sauna. 
635.3S21 
_ I 
USK. 1.85 acres with one 
bedroom house. Rustic 
setting. Half in lawn. Please 
phone before 7 p.m. - 635- 
5563. (p3-11) 
Home For Sale: 
One year old three 
bedroom home. Walnul 
cablnets, w to w carpets, 
wlth partlally flnlshed 
basement. Fully land- 
scaped on paved st. Phone 
after 6 pm 635.7367. 
House for Sale. A three 
bedroom house for sale, 
close to Hospital and school, 
wall to wall car~,  one and a 
half washrooms, all fenced, 
beautiful porch and nice 
shack on the back. Asking 
¢12,000. For more In- 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
! Bdrm, full Bsmt, Rec. 
Rm, 2 full Baths, 2 
Fireplaces, w w carpet, 
sundeek, many extras.  
Located on bench on 
Banner St. To view call 635- 
,105 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to rent or 
lease, references, security 
deposit, mature family of 
three. Refer inquiries to The 
Humid Box 1178, Terrace, 
B.C. (cff) 
Boarding homes for hign 
school students to attend 
school in Terrace from 
September 70 to June 30, 1979 
room and beard rate $175 per 
month. For further in. 
formation DiAL 635.7127 local 
19 (c20.20) 
By owner, modern 3 
bedrooms, nlcely kept, w.w, 
near schools, centrally 
located. 10 percent 
assumable mortgage. 
Asking in 30% Phone 638. 
1970. (c3-13) 
Wanted for Rent. Single 
woman, college professor 
wlsbes to rent apartment, 
suite or small house. Phone 
635.4751. (c3-13) 
1974 •Ford Bron(:o ranger, V. 
8, 4 wheel drive. Good 
condition. Phone 635.6844 
after 5. (c10.14) 
1973 Chevy Nova 350 custom 
V.8 49,000 miles. Phone 635. 
4284. After Aug 14, 635.4074. 
(c5-11) 
1974 Ford V~ ton 360 
• automatic with radial fires 
• e'l'ectrlc Ignition. Phone 635- 
~ S;.~0~her 4~ (pt0-17) 
For Sale, rare 1968 mustang 
California special, excellent 
condition. 638.1666 Days, 635- 
4675 Evenings. (p3-13) 
1973 808 Mazda Sedan. Low 
mileage, good condition, new 
fires, new exhaust system. 
Asking $1500. Phone 638.1553 
or 635.2047. (p3-13) 
1964 Chev Impala 2 door 
hardtop, 6 cyllnder std., good 
eendltlon Inslde and out. 
Best offer call 635-2449. (p3. 
13) 
1978 Ford Fiesta, Brand new 
condition, open to offers. 632- 
5271. (c5-15) 
1974 Datsun 710 4 spd. 40,000 
miles. 5 summer & 5 winter 
radials. Radio, tapedeck. 
Good condition. Best offer. 
635-2084. (p5.13) 
Leaving town and must sell 
1973 Mazda plckup. Low 
mileage. Very clean con- 
ditlon. Call 635.6391 after 6, 
790-2567, ask for Bob. 
'66 Plymouth SaHelite. PS, 
PB, bucket seats, 3 spd, New 
Tress, 310 motor, air shocks 
& new fires. $300.00 Phone 
630-1305. (p5-13) 
For sale, 1974 Ford Capri, 
Standard, 4 cylinder, good 
condition, must sell as owner 
Is leaving town. Phone 635- 
5491. (p3.11) 
For Sale 1978 Dodge Van less 
than 4,000 km, super price. 
Phone 635.6701. (p10.18) 
For Sale 1977 Ford F250. 
cup=coaL, ~amper special. 
11,000 miles. 635-4035. (?5-13) 
For Sale heavy duty 1973 V~ 
ton Chev pick.up, PS, PB, 
Michelin tires. 23700 miles. 
With canopy. Will consider 
small car in trade. 635.2164. 
(c5.11) 
1975 GMC Jimmy 4x4 350 4 
barrel - 2 complete sets of 
tlres. Low mileage. 8 track & 
cassette. Factory options: 
No reasonable offer refused. 
Phone after 6, 635-2615. (p6- 
131 
1976 Cevelle N~libu. 4 door, 
PS, PB, 29,000 miles, good 
condition. Ideal family car. 
Phone 635.4789 or 635.6905 
after 6 pm. (p3-11) 
1968 Rambler Rebel. Statlon 
wagon. Phone 635-4056. (cS. 
i3) 
/ 
I • 1977GMCSprlnt, ln excellent I ~ '~ ~ '~ u.~wo, ~ NOTICETO -. •. . Condition, equipped with TA ~r4 .~ re,., • CREDITORS ", . . . . . .  
raelals and other extras. • . • BsFi~kCho~er'  
Phone 635-2396. (p3.12) TIMBER SALE LICENCE Estate of the deceased! (esGservin|s 
A-0e$10, . GRIFFITHS, Gwynfred ' ,cups)'mefer 
1970ChevV, ton, 3tanks, PS, There w, II be offered for John late of Skeenavlew cup)milk . .  
PB. Good condition Sl,700. sale at public auction by the Lodge, 401 t~ Spa/'ks, St., 7oz~)p~lckaBfl 
Phone 635-5416. !C5-14) District Forester at Prince Tel'race, B.C.. . ullops, n~dd~ 
i ~ ~  Rupert, B.C., at 11:00 a.m. Creditors and others having ~.)fmze ," 
on Friday, September 1, claims against the said ~ile.sizepi¢ces" " 
1978, the Licence A-0510, to #state, are hereby required 
cut 655,100 cubic feet of , to eend them duly verlfled to pototoe;,. 
1974 Ambassador trailer 3 Balsam, Spruce, and trees of" the' PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 800 idculJ~fd 
bedroom, IV2 baths, ioey other species located at the Hornby Street, Vancouver, tbsp.)butter. 
shack, sundeck, set-up, and iunction of Skowill Creek and B.C., V6Z 2C5, before Oc- onion, chopped" 
skirted at Timberland Bell Irving River Casslar. fober 4, 1978, after which er~, thinly 
Trailer Court no. 22. Phone Tw.o, (2) years will be date the assets of the said 
635.5971. (p10-10) alJ~wed for removal of estate will be distributed, ~cka~eWkite 
timber. "The successful having regard only to claims '~ce.VersatYe 
10x50' - 2 bedroom trailer for ten'lurer will not be con. that have been recoIved. ;p.)salt 
sale. Set-up In trailer court, sider.ed as an established CLINTON W. FOOTE ftsp.)pepi~r 
Large ioey shack. For quick .. licensee for the purpose of PUBLIC TRUSTEE pedpanley 
sale $2,500 or highest offer. :,!i' aPl~lying for further timber (c4.16,21,3,8) ~ater •nd milk to • 
Phone 635.5582. (c5-13) within the Bell.Irving Public arge saucepln. Add 
Sustained.yield Unit." fish pieces luld 
For sale 1971 Glendale 'Provided anyone who is Simmer for 15 
Trailer. Fully furnished, in unable to attend the auction Melt butterin fwinl 
excellent shape, on =/~ acre tn person may submit a For Sale V, Registered Arab te onion and celery 
treed & landscaped lot, with sealed tender, to be opened mare. 5 years old. Excellent tt ~ minutes until 
work shop, joey shack & at the hour of auction and pleasure horse. Good t not brown. Add to 
wood shed. Must be seen to treated as one bid. disposition. Phone 635-6632. ore. Pour in White 
be appreciated. Priced to Partlculars may be obtained (c&11) ceVersatile.Semon 
sell. Phone 638.8224. (p5.13) from the District Forester, and pepper. Stir to 
Market Plac(~, Prince Reg.V~ Arabian mare, 4 yrs. 
For Sale: three 12'x52', 2 Rupert, B.C. V0J 1B9 or the old. Excellent disposition, Lovers of fine f~ i ;  know full-bodied blend of: flavors, mix thoroui~!y. Heat to 
bedroom semi-furnished Forest Ranger, P.O. Box 67, good show and breeding that superb sances~Ir¢ a gift And that makes each sauce simmering point but do not 
Safeway Trailers. Units Stewart, B.C. V0T lW0. (c4. prospect, for great meals. Yes, cooking special. The same results are boil. Ladle into soup bowb. 
complete with blocking, fuel 20,5,10,15) Reg. V~ Morgan gelding, 1V= is brought to a special high difficult to achieve in the Garnish with a bit (of 
tanks, axles and wheels, yrs. old. Offer will be con- with the nee of mouth- home kitchen. So these choppndpanley. 
Asking $6,000. Call J. Hut- sldared. Phone 635-7440. (p5- watering sauces, sauces are also the ultimate in For a thinner chowder Md 
chinos Box 727, Stewart, BC. 14) Today, you'll find ex- convenience. ' an sdditiomd 250 mL (I alp) 
Phone636-2660. (p20-1s) cellent, versatile sauces Since the pouches need of mllk to liquid for ¢ooldl~ 
available in the revolutionary only to be warmed for 5 the fish. 
MOBILE  HOMES Household Really Your  Persona l  packase, the retort pouch, minutes, the sauces are ready Mq~flealtMmlmmm 
SECOND MORTGAGES MONEY After years of research and In no time to pour on sizaling Mullonf 
New mobile homes from ; Management development, Sauce Venatile pork chops, broiled steak, makes 6servings 
appears in this special pouch, fried chicken, rice, past• or ! ~ l/2pound; rqlulcr|rmald 
as low as $100.00 down. No bonuses Here are three tips to help it will keep on the kitchen vegetables. White Wine, Red bee/ 
O.A.C. No brokerage fees you manage money when shelf for years, requiring no Wine, Hollandaise and ! e~g 
No finder's fees there are two paychecks in 
Set up and delivered the family, according to the refrigeratinnorfrcezing. Mushroom Sauc¢~.~.~tile ! cupbrmdcru~b$ 
trades welcome FAST SERVICE Consumer Credit Institute, a When the  pouch is are available. Y o ~ - -  I smallonion, fl~el~ 
Come on in or call the nearest counseling service of  800 dropped into boiling water, there's no end t~er .  chopped 
collect 591-510~ office of Household Finance consumer finance companies the sauce warms and is ready satility. . ' r~  ! t~spoon thyme 
Phone ] Ask for Mortgage Services nationwide, to pour-on food. That's the To cook-in, simply pour 1/2 fempoons¢lt 
l(etf j 4608 Lakelse Avenue First, i f  household help •only preparation required the sauce, without heating, I/4tempoonpcpper 
.. [ TERRACE is needed because both and the sauce is perfect every straight from the package 1 ($O0~)pouchMl~l~om 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 635.7207 spouses are working or time. Just tear off the comer into your meatlnaf mixture, Sauce Venatile 
if both jobs require cars, or of the pouch and a smooth, your stew pot or the soup Combine ground beef, 
Paramont house trailer with extra clothing expense, com- satiny sauce of superb flavor kettle. The right flavor of beaten qili, bread eruml~, 
fireplace near stores and pute what the dual real net poursout. Sauce Versatile can be an onion, thyme, udt •rid 
schools, on private lot. Rent pay is after deducting these Little wonder these new instant ingr~ient and turn pepper in a larle bowl. 
$2sS. per month with opt;an additional expenses, versatile sauces are topics for food that might be con. Reserve 112 cup Mmkmom 
to buy or purchase $9,500 open to offers.' Will carry 17' Travelalr, Electric Second, remember that per- conversation in the kitchen steered ordinary and inex- Sauce Versatile for 
second morgage if nec. brakes, stove, furnace, & sonai allowances for both and at the table. You can pensive into a really Stir remaining s~ce into 
Phone 112.762.4612. Write icebox. Can sleep 6. 635.5416. husband and wife are eases- count on a consistently fine distinguished ish. Fabulous meat mixture •rid mix e l .  
• tial. This makes it possible for sauce of just the right texture Fish Chowder and Shape into a loaf, place on 
Joe Rorke, Gun Deh Win- (c5-14) each wage earner to have 
field, B.C. (ctf) For sale, '72, 11' Security some money that he or she and flavor every time. There Magnificent Mushroom baking Pan and bake I t  
does not have to account for. is no chance of failure. Meatiest are examples of this 325'F for 45 minute,. Pour 
cam per fully equipped. Agree on an amount for each The sauces are prepared in speedy cooking. The results reserved sluce over loaf then 
Mobile Home Phone anytime 635.9734. and make the money avail- quantity then processed in are marvelous. Rturn to ~25°P oven for I0 
Immediate Delivery Asking $3,000. (c5-14) able routinely, the pouch to develop their more minutes. 
To Your Location 
For Sale ,1976 Starcraff tent , 
are now available on our trailer with stove, ,ridge, O'~O.r  ' '8~ '8" - '~~ ~ E " ~  O~./~L'~f~'~P 
,°,e,, ,, w, e ,°° -°°°" U" dec Jd . l   X(K3ur ' ;,c; YOU choose your decor ,d°ub lewlde  mobile homeS.and new3241." condltlon.. . . . .  Phone 635- ;" ~ Tr 1 ' :~  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .i'/ .i !,~ ', 0 '~~::~.: Do~[ .~:  ~'MoHe~, 
/~ J /~. J~  ~ 1 - -  - relief glaze l Sew lomely award 
we custom build to suit. Kit Camper for sale. 101/2 ft. 
Government grant of $250(: long. Ilke new only 3 yrsold, T IPS  ,P YOU PLAN :| Binek or Red S="--i~y =Fallflowor 14Adlm'e~t: 
~pplicable. Expense pale with toilet & shower. 7W0rdwith Dying," 3Mere , aau~flz 
fare Vancouver - Return. Completely self contained. Planning for your future is horse or Faul]mer ~ IS 
For free credit check and I Phone 635.4625. (p5.13) never easy, but there is an driver S3Esidmo's 4Adjusts 31~dah 
~pproval please phone easier way to do it if you 
:ollect. For Sale as unlt, 1'974 Ford V, know what pitfalls to avoid 8 Noted retreat § SUlk:led 31Ce~ 
Parker Homes of Canada ton camper Special, 1976 and what shortcuts to take. Wednesday 54 l~r ' s  away Cape 
Ltd. Skylark 9' camper. 1. Begin by making a list 13 Shade bee quest I S~ffldent B0 Dim 
;35.5447 635- 3541. (p5.11) of all the things you enjoy 14Seaduck 5S~oak, as '/1retail llI'lagprd 
[c18-23) doing, including hobbies. 
1970 Streamline Taller Then go over the list again 15gyeinfeotion flaz 8Stammm novel 
(aluminum) 25% sleeps 4, and mark down the individ- ~ 16 Big shot 56 Word with 9 N•bokov ~ Utile boy 
i8 Golf peg lace or opus 33 A G•hor completely self contained, uai areas of those things g ~.  
12x54 2-bedroom house air conditioning. Excellent that give y°u the m°st  ~ ~"~l l~d~.  l'AdrtaUe system 1ORange 31- -  
• " pleasure . . . .  ~ ~ ~ ~  seaport 5'/Common 11 Period 3"/Lon~.hBllr¢~ trailer with large ioey shack condition. Phone 635-6772, 2. Once you find out the ': " " .- .:, ~0 
and sundeck. Set up and leave message for Wayne.' direction you're heading, Dcegwron8 level l'/Partner eat 
skirted in local trailer park. (p6.13) .... ~,~ " ~SUpporyone SOLand o|eoo 10Lewut 
Unfurnished. Asking $5,500 don't be afraid to ask pac- 
er closest offer. 638.0297 or For Sale, 25' Citation motor pie in the know for advice. ~ m h ~ ' ~  ; ~ JUl ~ French river meamum :~1 Get lost! deck 
635.4250. (c3-13) home. Made by Bendix. At reenlistment ime, many 
For Sale: 1976 McGinnis Fully equipped. In excellent Marines ask their Career WHEN DECIDING ON~-  ROgue Average solution time: ~3 min. l lNovelint 
Planner to see if  they are YOUR FUTURE, let your ~a~. .  . IPIE] VBBAICI I IDISBBSIt IPI John 
12X68 Trailer with 8x16 Joey condition. Very Iowmlleage. qualified to train for a new fami ly  have a vo ice .  $1ViolinJs[ ~,BB~[A~TIF:It'JIIBI IN E ¢ICertain 
shack & 8'x24' Veranda. 3 Phone 632.5546. (c10-11) MOS. Isaac ~ ~ beam 
3. Avoid making snap de- no feeling of pride, cross it 341 Performed ~'~-~-~=~. l~ l  41 Exclusive 
bdrms & will sell furnished 8v~ ft. Slumber Queen cisions. Sometimes when off the list. " i on 31Cubaneigar ~IUILITmEIR~II [C mm group 
or unfurnished. Phone 635- Camper. Frldge, stove, (:omparing civilian jobswith 6. Let your fam,ly n . . . .  I mL I I  IPBB'SICIUITI~I ~ -- in the dark 
9750=arkOrAve.View at no. 18 5016 oven, jacks..635-4327. (p3.13) youth°Semayin thenot Marineinclude CorpSmany ourAt reenlistmentideas for yourtime,fUture.ask.38 Cheese3"/ulle -- tune .~  ~qlABBDIAIBBBEI~'I~J ~ Pit~hor 
=_mTIRIEIVI I mAIDIDI 
5BB~IKIEIEIT BIN IO IA I  
56' Safeway doublewide of the benefits that are hard your Career Planner about 39 Baseball's 48 Dbeau of 
1440 sq ft. Includes all to match in civilian life, medical and housing bane- Swoboda f0wl 
mater appliances, large such as education and travel ilLs for your family. They 
benefits, will be hard to duplicate on 41 Part ILIA 49 Serf 
garden shed and fencing. 3 Does your building need 4. Don't be afraid to make the outside. 45 BOSS, to IEIN SO Former rla8 
bedrooms, 2fql baths, and exterior painting? Call 635. the most of your strong Follow these rules and aG,l. IDII champion 
fireplace. Set up and fully 4906 Kermode Friendship points. I f  you don't men- you'll not only find it easier 4'/Producer - 7-6 Sl -- bile 
skirted in Cedarvlew at no. Centre. LEave name and tion them, no one will. to decide on your future, Prince Answer to yesterday's pm2Je. (Music) 
31.4619 Queensway Drive phone number for Terry. 5. Don't be satisfied with but you'll be getting a qew 
(Timberland Tra i le r  Free Estimate. (stf) second best. I f  the job chance to take charge el , 2 3 ~A I 5. 16 ~7 8 9 IO il 
Park). $26,000 Phone 635- you're considering gives you your life. [1~./.~./~/, 
9429. (ctf) 
• r~ 
Invftati°n t° tender f°r Estate °f the deceased: [2, ~221 I ~23 Z4 iZS Z' 
maintenance of assorted SULLIVAN, Joseph Albert 
tropical plants at the B.C. O.K.A. SULLIVAN, Joseph Al lerg ies :  Th ings  You  Shou ld  Know 
Hydro Divisional Centre, late of Skeenavie~v Ledge, Although some. 17 per formerly available only on ~///~i~'~J~J I 
5220 Keith Ave" Terrace' 4011 Sparks' Terrace' B'C" cent°fthepe°pleinAmer" pres(~riptiun" I ~ ~  
B.C. Information can be Creditors and others having ice suffer from one or more ' One recognized for its 51 52 33 5d 
obtained from F.L. Janauer claims against ,he said major allergies, there area prompt, effective relief of I M ~ ~  
at the above address. Closing estate, are hereby required hd of facts many may not hay fever and other respire- 3S I 36 31 ~ 
date for submission of tosend them duly verified to know. tory allergy 'symptoms is I 
(c3-13) Hornby Street, Vancouver, the body to substances it Schering Corporation, and 
V6Z 2C5, before Sep. recognizes as foreign. The available without p r e s c H p - ~ P ~ : I  I I m"  
- -  temberB'C" 20, 1978, after which reaction triggers the forms- lion in tablet or syrup form. ~,~.. . . . . . . . . . ._ . . . . . . ._ . .~ i 
estate will be distributed, release of certain chemicals• . " 55 5q 5S 
i t  in  havlngregardonlyloclalms It's these chemicals that .._ ~"~.(~"~'~J~/~¢~L'~" '.  • ~ [ 
s a w  that have been received, cause the symptoms of '~, ' ,  /,~J-'~"S~))" I~[  56 [ [~//ff/~51 [ ~///~ 58 
CLINTONW. FOOTE(c4.6,11s16,,1) allergy. ~_p  ~/ )~,~]  I Herald PUBLIC TRUSTEE The most common causes ~ I W////A I the molds, dust, feathers, hair CRYPTOQU]P 7-6 
and chemicals. Sometimes 
an alh, rgy can almost be G U N D K D Y M M O R J D q O D P R Y 
e predicted. For instance, studies have shown that if G U N D O O Y q K DP  W M R N J W Y W lq 
i i both parents have hay fever, MANY PEOPLE ' WOULD 
a child has a three out of BREATHE EAS IER Yesterday's Crypto~dp -- POLITICIANS PR£EN FOR 
four chance of having an i f  they  knew more  FAI l  .EleCTIONS. 
allergy, too, and a 50 per about their a l le rg ies .  Today'sCrYidoq.ipelm:JequalsD 
cent chance or gettiug it in 
hisearly years. It coal;ties the most The CrYFtoquip is a simple substitution cipher in which eadt 
Anyone with these nll.,rgy wi(h,iy tts,,d md ihist.'mfine letter used stands for another. If you think that X eq,mls O, i t  
symptoms would du well to hl~,r,,di,,,t, whit.h it~ ;to wiUequalOthroughoutthep.z'~le. Single letters, shortwor(b, 
consult with their phnrma- orilziual Srhori,lg disrovery, and words using an •postrophe can give you dues to Ioratin8 
eist who now is in a position All I .h l ,  il w.t, hi K,,em vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
to recommend a number of ;111 ;llh, rgy is n . ih i ,¢  to 
products which were Sll,,ezi, ;it. ((') igq8 King Feature 8y~leste. Isc. 
J i 
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May. a,Lady Take 
Thelnitiative? ,... . -  
• By Abigail Van Buren 
, ' . , . '  © l i t  A I~  C~I©~O rnbune .N . i .  News eynd .  Inc. 
; " DEAR ABBY: Things are changing se fast on t~ 
, scene. I m not sure how far a woman can go these aays ann 
i 
Yourlndividual 
Hproscope 
Fraues Drake 
' FOR WEDNESDAY, 
/ AUGUST 16,1978 
what kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars any, read the 
'forecast given for your birth 
Sign. 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)T i l i r "~ 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN. . By Stun Lee and John Remits 
.~ARE L~K/  WHITFY WHICH ~ ONE-- ~[d4Lr 'ANW' / I -~: . . ,  H ~ Y ~ W ~ l r H ~  
Ir-~--,~_A-I:~-.~Wi.IIL~!;PIPER-MAN/Jl~=r~A~ I I. . [ WILL .~TOPME FROM~ THER_~Z W A~LU_GJ~f. TO i l  
I ~ ~  8URNEP J'P,~MER I,11 • ( F',,Wo/#6 THAT MURJ~R- II YA ~ IT, _ I .~ l  OI..IT ALI~# J I 
• . . . . . .  H&NO.- - ~ HAt--, T-O 18¢1~-~ "~, olJ.~ CREEP ANI~ HIS /iWHII"EY! NEVER ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ still be a lady. Some questions:. 
,.;:,~ Should a woman ever call • man who has shown an with well-planned esign. 
,;interest in her, and ask to see him? • 
. ,~ ( H a woman would like • physical relationship with a mar, 
:~i(holding hands,/dsalng, etc.)should she ever make the 
'.~<first move? , . " . ., 
T: "How do you think a man would react o a woman • tskin I
.'ilth e initiative? . Let your instincts guide you 
KAREI~ now since your chances .of 
:": DEAR KAREN: Men differ in their resctious to aggees. :tiaining goals are excellent. 
sive women, but my mall tells me that in most ames, a man 
:"would welcome "a call from a woman telling him frankly 
'iiimt'shl~ Would like to see him. There Is nothing "anlady- 
,i:~tibe" about'a woman's taking the initiative or telling a me~_ 
ah~ thinks he's attractive. Not only would most men feel 
Ea~r'ed, it would save • tot of tlme and eliminate a lot ef 
8ame-ptoying. ' really bright, enterprising self 
can be given full reln now. You • , .. , . . 
W, "'DEARABBY: l~n 26, single (by choice) and not a bad- are in a position to .make 
looking woman. There a a man (also single) who works, practical long-range plans. 
where I work. Sorry and I kid around • lot, but he'a more of CANCER , .~ ~,_~. 
n ~o~[~bt tyYh_ is~d~ietmas ,  I tc ldsol ly i fhel0st  80 (~TT~e %tulYd~i~)~tl~l~ob 
unds he d be terrific looking. He said If I gave him an you ve been n~.t~.i .= and 
'~centive .--like spending the night with h im-he d lose 30 your anxteties will vanish. 
pounds. , Facing a problem head-ou is 
Well, I couldn t see SOlIy losing 30 pounds, so I said it half its solution. 
was a.deal. 
Much to my'surprise, SOily went on a diet, and so far he's 
r~t0~t 26 pound~, and I know he'll lose the other four soon. I 
p wd on o,. Sow what do  d  vous 
~',1",£> " ' 
~ ~"~'DEAR NERVOUS: Pay o11. And spend the nigSt re•d- 
'~: '~'the Bible to Solly. 
• ,_'b,'~::,, . 
'-~):~' DEAR ABBY: I am a widow, •ttempting to run a small 
.~-~lttotel. I must pay the mortgage, taxes, insurance, tc., •nd 
>:,llge on what's left. 
:,~ ':ihave no hired help and must do moat of the repairs my- 
,~'~lf,' . . . .  
:'~:~/., I, keep my rates low to compete with the luxury credit- 
~.',~. card trade. 
• My problem ia that so many "guests" carry •way my 
property that I am being driven out of business. Will you 
.help me, Abby, and print the follpwing for travelers: , 
"! don't mind your using my towels to wipe os your wina- 
~l~'L.~,~tt p~_  ~b~a..~e the tolllel; don'~,.,toU, Jt intoi~o.ur 
car. ~(~r~t,~o  ta~e' my wimhclothee to wipe'of your .kius 
hand, l i terates en i6~ttq~please leave:• quarter to,replace 
the cloth-t imt's'what it costs me. And when you acct. 
dehtail,y~carry off a key, drop it into any mailbox. I11 gladly 
pay for its return, since it's a lot cheaper than having new 
. ke~,,a made. . " 
' And as for you gola who take blankets, pillows, coffee 
• pete, dishes and sl iver-have a heurtl I'm sure you have 
much "l~etter at home. 
"I don't want to start charging deposits against he re. 
turn of euch items; neither do I want to turn your license 
number in to the motel blacklist. 
"AP~er you've gone, and I go to clean your cab~ and 
• ' Sill chsck my loss, ztmakesme alckto realize that lye accu y 
lost money on you." 
IN DEEP IN INDY 
• DEAR ABBY: Our sen is a college senior •t  the stats 
university. He makes no secret of the fact that he and his 
elfriend (both 21)_are shacking up near campus. . 
disapprove ofthis arrangement, and he knows it, but 
since he ie 21, we have nothing to say about his lifestyle. 
Now.for,the problem: He asked ff he could invite his girl 
home for a few weeks this smnmer. We know they sleep 
together at school,, bu t should we lot them sleep together 
in our home? 
My sister says, "Don't be a hyp0czito. Even if you put 
them up in separate bedrooms, you know theyll manege m 
get together some time durin8 the ulsht anyway." 
'.", • Maybe she's risht, but I still don't feel that we should 
put them up tOgether like a married couple in our guest 
room. 
What should I do? 
OLD-FASHIONED MOTHER 
: " DEAR MOTHER: in your home, Boa make the rules, io 
Mmpty tell your sen that there wm be no akackin8 up 
under your roof. And If he doesn't like i t ,  he can either 
abide by the house rules or stay .in • mows. 
'~ " I f  yon l~td~ writiN~ letters because y~ don't know 
whet to say, get Abby's beoklet, *'How to Write Letters 
, Far All Omudom.: Send I I  and i l INt  stamped IZ8 cente) 
. .envelope to Abby. 132 Lashy Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 
90ZlZ, 
.... Marsh World 
Keep things moving, and 
"Wait-und-sec" attitude could 
only stifle enthusiasm on this 
somewhat problmnstie day. 
TAURUS L- J  r - - "~ 
(Apr. 2~ to May U)C)~-~ 
Imagination ands  little 
daring could pay off hand- 
somcly. 
(May 22 to June 21) I I  
Your ambitions and nor- 
(July ~4 to Aug. 23) 
A problem now may be in 
handing activities moothly, 
without ruffling tempers or 
leaving yourself open to 
't~.~ , .,, ~- 
SHORT,TAILED WEASEL (Mustela ermiMe) -- The 
siim, lithe body, long neck and gCeat speed of this 
ianimal enable it to capture almost any smaller 
mammal upon which it preys, It measures about 
.One foot in length, with the tail measuring three 
inches: In summer, its pelage is pinkish-brown, its 
underparts white, and the tail is tipped with black. 
In winter,, it dons a coat of pure white with the 
exception of the black tail tip. Active throughout 
winter, it can be seen searching brush piles and 
other hiding places occupied by its prey. 
' " Ducks Unlimit~l (Canada) 
• '1"1g0 Waverley St.; Winnipeg. Man. R3T 2E2 (~ ~ - 7 n 
CATFISH by Roger (bry 
I , ~ I \~mvtrV  YA POT J ,~1  / c.~-~l~Nl~) I C~,~ II~TA'TOL~ | 
0 " ' ,  : . .  
misinterpretat ion.  But 
forewarned is forearmedl 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 
Break your day d0mi to 
definite essentials and 
eliminate the unimportant. Do 
not engage in untried ventures 
except where "dry runs" 
seem feasible. 
LIBRA A, L t ,o~ 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)__~ 
You may find yourself 
drawn in two, directions at 
on~e,~dS Is the time in.slope 
1oo!~' and ' l isten. And, 
remember, the "easy" road is 
not neceesarUy the best one. 
 om,,o 
(Oct, 24 to Nov. 22) 
Something you hear may 
cause you to suspect 
hacksta~e maneuverin=, but 
don't let it less~ your soh 
confidence. Keep going as you 
planned and ignore ruiner& 
SAGITYARIUS X# ~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Your versatility pays off 
now. An ingenious nggestiou 
you make in • tricky Job 
situation not only works out 
bet wins plaudits. ' " 
CAPRICORN .q~ 
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Avoid a strong tendency 
toward wishful thinking. 
Realism ~4 objectivity 
needed in all situations. Op- 
tarnish, toot 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Don't Jump to hasty c~-  
ulusiosa. Even where Imlg- 
postponed changes are due, do 
not make them impulsively. 
B.C/ by Johnny hart 
6P, ovV ~ A e,U¥ WHO C-.OuNI'5 H|~ F ..ANP rLL ~---~w.~W YOU A VERY" t, AF_.~;~y~ 
C.~ICKISNS IF~F~i~C::: TRP-~P__. HA '~HEP. . .  k d.RiCKISN COOP.  .J 
............ 7.Z2 
; 
~a~' ,  
THE WIZARD OF  ID  
~ ~. ,' r TH~ ~,~l,.. :.J 
DOONESBURY 
[ 5/R, Z UN~'[AN~ 7N#~R610;, 
'/OU'R~,F.WRN~ RII.EY. 7~ 
But  effom could be rendered 
futile by anxiety, premature 
" OUT O  W001) (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X .. 
Certain situations could [Hints For Homeowners On Planning And Building'l 
disconcert --  IF you pmnit ."  . . . . . . . .  -__ . . . . .  
Don't look to the past for FOR A F INE  PENUI= 
answer& Leok to the future By Sam Kilman. the Wolmanized or Outdoor 
and, for the present, ride with the Outdoor Woodsman name on each piece. That 
way you'll be snre your 
project will last. 
Wolmanized lumber and 
Outdoor wood are produced 
by Koppers Company and 
its licensees. For helpful 
the tide. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed •with a colorful 
personality, unusual ver- 
sa,lilly, and lofty ambitions. 
Properly educated, you could 
succeed In elmoet any field of 
your choosing, bet you will 
have to be restful not to make 
enemies along your climb to 
the top. There's an indinatlm 
here toward arrogance, ex- 
cessive pride in ae- 
compKshment and a tendency 
to domineer over those of 
lesser capability. You love 
luxuries and will work un- 
si~tingly to acquire them, but 
you are ge~erons to• fault and 
will share all that you have 
with loved ones. Careers best 
suited to you: business and 
(or) flnandal manngement, 
salesmanship, the law, 
medicine, music, ,  art 
crlticimn, writing, painting, 
photography. Birthdate of: 
Jean de in Bruyere, French 
author; George Mean},, Amcr. 
labor leader; Eydle C, orme, 
flfs~e~Roburt Culp, TV and 
© 1978 Klnl Features Syndicate. Inc. 
An increasing number of 
people are finding that 
money and maintenance 
worries need not be barriers 
to building an attractive, 
inexpensive f nce. 
Wood fencing adds value 
to your home aud priv,cy 
to your yard. You can buihl 
it yourself or have someone 
do it for you, have one 
that's traditional or con- 
temporary in style, high or 
low, open or solid, v,:rtical 
or horizontal, and running 
across flat-or hilly terrain. 
To make maintenance 
simple, your fence should 
be built with Wolmsnized ~> 
lumber or Outdoor ® wood. 
These pressure-treated 
woods have special preser- 
vative chemicals forced deep 
into their cells. This pro- 
vides lifetime protection 
against decay and termites, 
outlasting cypress and red- 
wood and usually at a much 
lower cost. 
You can paint or stain it 
easily, or let it weather to 
its natural gray, thereby 
"lumberseap,ng your land 
with a beautiful, natural 
material. 
i When buying wood for 
use out-of-doest .look for 
fre,, i n fo rmat ion  on 
huihlinlt your own Fence, 
call toll free 800-2,lF,.2708. 
In Pennsylvania call collect 
• I 12-227-24.1 I. 
by  Br ln t  imrker  and  Johnny  nlirl 
f , ' 
B 
' " /  ....... 'I,~,~" - ,~ I~'~-'1 ~r~t.tr8 iI 
A,~C, RW- ~T/F--R 
! 
E lect r i c i ty  
American scientists have 
developed some interesting ~.=~ 
ways/'or the rest of us to get~d~d[l~ [ \/&IN 
more electricity at a low cost B |~I  -~1~[ | 
One of the most spectacular 
of these is the Liquid Metal 
Fast Breeder Reactor. 
Breeder reactor plants 
produce electricity and make 
their own fuel as they con- 
sume it, extending our 
uranium resources so that 
they can last for hundreds of 
years. 
These plants are still in the 
experimental stage; in fact, it 
is up to Congress and the 
Administration how soon we 
develop them. But once they' 
can be put into commercial 
use, they could preserve our 
environment, since they're ;---- 
comparatively non.polluting 
and obviously could extend 
our resources. They will also 
improve our economy. 
Economic experts point out 
that adequate supplies of / 
energy are necessary to de- 
crease inflation trends and to 
increase employment trends. 
The almost unlimited supgly 
of fuel like that obtsl,ed 
with the fast breeder reactor 
should provide MI the enerW ,io,av,,;,,..,,,,r,.,,,~,,~ 
we need to improve the 
Quality of life for all Ameri- 
cans for generations tocome, 
by Garry Trudeau 
Ill 
m 
,,,,,,[ 
~lMr O~l smPose 
z o070 ~eotJw 
Earn extra 
money, become 
a paper carrier 
i- v • ~ .- . J ,T ~ 
"You  told me to use my initiative if I needed 
money, so I sold your car." 
/ • . .. , 
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Third Black prisonerkilled while 
questi?oned by SouthAfrican po l ie , ,  GORDON 
, here he died of brain in- death included advice that with another young black 
Africa (Router) - -  The issue juries last year. all interrogations should be who later pleaded guilty to 
of how--and who,---another Biko's death prompted carried out in strengthened setting fire to two delivery AND 
blackprizonerhasdiedwhile Kruger to issue new in- rooms unless they were on trucks and robbing their 
being questioned by South s t ruct ions  concern(n8 the ground floor and to drivers and was sentenced to
African police comes under treatment of detainees combat suicides detainees 2'~ years imprisonment. 
the spoUisht at an inquest during interrogation, al- should be kept under strict Under South African law, _ _ . _ ~  - -  AHDER 
. . . , .  oo .  . , _ _ , ,  - o - - .  • 
LunSlle Tabaiaza, 20, was magistrate cleared police of Tahalaza was arrested identified. , . 
being interrogated last anyblame. . w S O N  
month by security police ORDERED INQUIRY -w.,~ . -m 
when he fell five floors into • The minister ordered a B4 "ar'~ 11  g ~ ~ ~r'~"~" 
the street from tho police police inquiry into m" t~ IL~JL ~E l lq~l l ,  
headquarters. He was being Tabalasa's death. And when 
questioned about his alleged 
involvement in arson and the 
use of bombs. 
Tabaiaza is one of three. 
blacks to have died in police 
detention in recent months. 
and the second detainee to 
die in a fall at the 
headquarters in two years. 
Police Minister Jemes 
Kruger has said that 
Tabalaza leaped to his death 
from a window while under 
interrogation. 
He was questioned at the 
same security headquarters 
as black consciousness 
leader Steve Biko, who was 
later transferred toPro(aria 
it had reported, Police 
Commissioner Mike Geld- 
enhuys said: " I t  would 
appear from the report hat 
strict police instructions 
regarding the safety of 
detainees may not in this 
case have been strictly ad- 
hered to." 
In a police shakeup that 
followed at Port. Elizabeth, 
two security policemen were 
transferred to the detective 
branch and the man in 
charge, Col. Pieter Goosen, 
was transferred to another 
area. 
The instructions issued 
after the furore over Biko's 
in Rhodesia 
SALISBURY (Router) -- 
Four black Rhodes(an 
miners were killed and five 
wounded when police opened 
fire on a crowd of 3,000 
strikers at the Mangula 
copper mine 120 kilometres 
north of Salisbury today, a 
police spokesman said. 
The spokesman said the 
police opened fire after two 
officers were dragged into 
the crowd, which gathered 
outside the offices of the 
strike-hit mine. 
Four of the five wounded 
miners were injured 
seriously, police said. One 
policeman was injured 
sliehUy and six miners were 
arrested. 
Police said the crowd 
ignored orders to disperse 
and whennthe two officers 
were seized they were forced 
to open fire. 
Mine officials said the 
strike appeared to be rooted 
in political unrest caused by 
unemployment in the area. 
I 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
i r  - 
MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
This SpaDe Is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE 
OANAVEHTURE 
MEROURY ,=ate) 
(outboard DOLMAR 
motors) (ohain saws) 
Hours: Men. • Sat. 6.t. 
reeK" Dealer Llcence 4946 G Number 0~O~ 
YAMAHA 
635-5929 
BONDED INSURm=D 
• PHILL IPS JAN ITORIAL  
RESIDENTIAL  COMMERCIAL INDUSTI~.IAL 
FREE ESTIMATES 
All Types of Cleaning : 
C A R P E T S T E A M WINDOW CLEANING 
CLEANING 
All work done to your satisfaction 
R.R. 2 N. EBY, LEN I~HIILLIPII 
TERRACE, B.C. ~uuu¢,~ Tel. 635-3453 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS LTD. 
Most Anything - Mast Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY.INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Mon,. Sat. 6.6 
636 7417 4946 Greig Avenue 
am Phone 635.7417 
Terraoe Eledronio Repair Ltd. .,TC.C. OA.,NETS. MOU'OCO" VAN.,CScouN..R.O... ,.s.A-...,o.. 
SERVING TERRADE i KITIMAT KuALWOOD 
MAKES OF T.V.'s EN 
~WtVa~'o Warrenty Depot for BRAD REE iE  ~ • 
III)~%/ Zenith, Phillips. Hitachi, AREA MANAGER m~. ABINETS 
Sylvania 869 • 5TH AVENUE l 
MaN. - SAT. 8 a.m. - S p.m. PRINCE GEORGe. B.C. VgL 3KS (NORTHERN) LTD. 
BUS. 564.t4ee 
4908Graham . 635.4543 RCS. 562.2281 FREE ESTIMATES 
B A N Q U E T S  - P A R T I E S  T E R R A C E  A N S W E R I N G  B U R E A U  
R C C E P T l O N S 638-8195 
ANSWERING. 
Eagle nisco -o,.o, • 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
B. POLICHEK J, Y. PAUL 24 HOUR SERVICE 
PHONE 635-5603 PHONE 635-9252 
4603.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. ViG 1V5 
SUZUKI Motorcycles and " CHARTER: DEEP SEA SAILBOAT 
accessories in stock N0W! CoastaICrulslng, Diving, 
• Full Equipped , 
Learn to Water Ski at 
k Lakelse Lake. 
Boats for,Sale 
Terrace Equipment Sales Lid, MERMAID YACHT SAL'ES & CHARTERS 
4441 Lakelse 635.6384 Phone 798.2267 
Dealer No, 01249A SLT_~tTR'T GOES ~ DISTANCE! . at WaterLily Bay Resort 
, ~ .  Yellowhead Fire ~ ion  and 
. 
4434 LAKELSE AVE. t'RIVAI| INVI~IIGAI()R 
I TERRACE,  B.C. 
TERRACF n r PHONE (604,635.3863 m CUSTOM QONCRETE PROD, ,63SLAZELLE AVENUE ' 
i Sand, gravel, Drain Rook va~ 3;;; .... , OR (60,)635 386, 
Call us at 63§-6357 9 to 5 
T.V. GUIDE 
Jill listings subject to change without nottoe, 
lnllmlmmllmlmlllllmmmllmmlmmlmmimmlllmmmmmmmmmllllmlmlllml 
ids 
14s 
idS 
14s 
:® 
"30 
"15 
14S 
I 
~11 KING 
(NBC) 
I q 
Newlywed 
Game 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Seattle 
Tonight 
Special 
Edition 
Movie o 
the Week 
'The Beasts 
are in the Streets' 
cont'd 
cont'd 
¢ont'd 
cont'd 
Police 
Woman 
cont'd 
cont'd 
i i t  11 News 
The 
145 Tonight 
;,s I Show 
' j  
: 30 
l m :45 
145 
14s 
145 
,, 145 
• I l l  
CFTK 
(CBr.I 
FIIntstones 
¢ont'd 
Mary Tyler 
NIoore 
Hourglass 
cont'd 
conf'd 
cont'd 
"The Muppets. 
cont'd 
Malor League 
Baseball 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
This Week 
In Baseball 
The National 
Night Final 
Western Roundup 
The New Friendly Giant 
High Rollers Boniour 
Wheel of Mr. 
Fortune Dressup 
America Sesame 
Alive SI ,'eet 
Can't Can't 
Co, n't Can't 
Hollywood I Dream 
Squares of Jeannle 
Days Ryan's 
Hope 
Our CBC News 
Lives Bob 
The McLean 
Doctors Show 
i iiii 
Another Hollywood 
World Squares "" 
Con't Edge of 
Can't N,lght 
Movie High 
Girl Hopes 
Happy" Take 
Elvls Presley Thirty, 
Shelley Fabares I Canadian 
Gary Crosby J Open 
Mary Ann Mobley | Tennis 
l"nn't ~,:ont'd 
5 p.m. to midnight 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
CF L Footl~all 
Edmonton at 
Toronto 
cont'd 
I cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd 
cont'd, 
cont'd/ 
oont'cr 
Eight 
Enough- 
cont'd 
cont'd 
Grizzly 
Adams 
cont'd 
cont'd 
B.C. Summer 
Games 
cont'd 
oont'd 
CTV News 
News Hour 
Final I cont'd 
The Late " 
Show | 
'Follow the I 
Sun' I 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
.company 
Zoom 
Zoom 
Over 
Easy 
MacNell. 
Lehrer 
Tutankhamun's 
Egypt 
Anne 
Karenina 
Con't 
Con't 
Great 
Performances 
'The Arcata 
Promise' 
cont'd 
cont'd 
John 
Cage' 
Dick 
Cavefl Show 
Book 
Beat 
Late 
Movies 
TBA 
Can't 
10 a.m. to 5 p,m. 
Tic Tac 
Dough 
Love o( 
Life.News 
VYoung 8, 
the Restless 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
Eyewitness 
News 
As 
the 
World 
Turns 
Guiding 
Light 
u 
Can't 
COn't 
All In 
the Family 
Dinah ! 
Con't 
Con't 
Con't 
I, Sesame 
I Strut 
Con't 
Cnn't 
Jean Cannel 
Show 
Definition 
Can't 
Kareen's 
Yoga 
It's Your 
Move 
Noon 
News 
Movie 
Matinee 
'Nick and 
Nora' -~ 
Craig Stevens 
Jo An Pflug 
Another 
Wbrld 
Conrt 
Con't 
The 
Alan 
Hamel 
Show 
I The Lucy 
I Show 
I Emergency 
• Can't 
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Gordon and Anderson Ltd' 
Store Hours: 
Tues,-Sat, 9a,m.-5:3Op,m, 
Friday 9a._m..9p.m, 
OL0SeD MONRAV 
CI IAR( ;EX  
V/SA 
